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ABSTRACT 
This report outlines work carried out to assess the factors that, in the medium and 
long term, may influence motorists' mode choice in the Greater Nottingham area. This 
work was based on four Stated Preference (SP) experiments that examined the choice 
between car and ordinary bus, car and bus-based park and ride, car and express bus 
and between departure times for car users. 
Just over 6,000 self completion questionnatres were distributed at random to 
residents in 28 wards. Over 1.700 usable responses were returned. representing a 
response rate of 29%. 
Despite a number of problems, a series of four strategic forecasting models were 
developed. These incoporated some important findings including that motorists value 
delay highly, value parking costs more highly than petrol costs and value adjusting 
their departure time less highly than in-vehicle time. 
The four forecasting models were then used to examine five scenarios; the 
introduction of park and ride, the effect of projected 2001 road traffic speeds, the 
effect of petrol cost increases, the effect of parking cost increases and the effect of 
decreasing bus in-vehicle time. Although there were a number of technical difficulties. 
our forecasts suggest that decreases in speeds, parking costs and petrol costs will not 
halt the growth in road traffic but will slow it down. Where possible motorists are 
more likely to change the time of theirjourney than theirmode. For dramatic changes 
in mode split both a big stick and big carrot are probably required. The big stick 
might be provided by some of parking control or road pricing, whilst the carrot might 
be some form of a high quality, fast bus network (or indeed other forms of public 
transport with a segregated right of way). The role of park and ride is likely to be 
relatively marginal but may be worth pursuing if part of an  overall traffic management 
policy. 
There was little evidence from our models of there being any critical "thresholds" or 
"trigger points". Howwer, many of the processes we have examined seem to have 
cumulative impacts and our forecasts identified the doubling of car journey times as 
being a possible "catalyst" which is likely to be achieved in the early part of the next 
century. 
GLOSSARY 
ACPR 
ACWK 
DZO 
DTC 
m 
N-IB 
IVTC 
IVTPR 
MIVT 
SP 
TP 
'IT 
WKB 
WKC 
Access time (by car) to park and ride site 
Generic variable consisting of access time and walk time for park and ride 
users 
Alternative specific constant 
15 minutes delay time for car users 
20 minutes delay time for car users 
Delay time for car users 
Free time for car users [ie in-vehicle time unaffected by delay) 
In-vehicle time for bus users 
In-vehicle time for car users 
In-vehicle time for park and ride users 
Main mode in-vehicle time 
Stated preference 
Transfer price 
Transfer time 
Walk time for bus users 
Walk time for car users 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
The background to this research is increasing concern about trafnc growth and 
congestion. Nationally, the Department ofTransport have forecast that, ifunchecked. 
traffic will increase (from 1988 levels) by between 83% and 142% by the year 2025. 
This represents an annual compound increase of between 1.6Oh and 2.4%. 
Locally, road traffic in Nottingham has been estimated to have increased by about 
18% since 1984/85. This represents a compound increase of between 3.4% and 4.2% 
per annum. Over the same period. journey runs carried out by the County Council 
indicate that mean speeds on the main arterials have reduced by about 30% in the 
morning peak, whilst junction delays have increased by about 120°h. 
The County Council have been concerned about these trends (see, for example, the 
report to the Environment Committee, 27 September 1989). particularly as providing 
large scale additional road capacity within Nottingham itself has been deemed 
unacceptable. With the exception of some orbital routes. a road building programme 
is not seen as an option. Instead, the County Council have drawn up an advanced 
M i c  management package which consists of three main elements: 
(1) Park and ride and bus priorities. This includes developing a system of park 
and ride sites, bus lanes, bus-only streets and bus priority at  key junctions. 
(2) Maximising the capacity of the existing road network. This includes improving 
the Urban TrafEc Control (UTC) system, updating parking restrictions and 
improving enforcement. improving highway management, providing better 
information and guidance for the motorist and completing the orbital road 
system. 
(3) Developing and assisting other transport modes/methods. This includes 
encouraging cycling and the use of rail services, supporting an LRT study and 
land-use policies which minimise transport problems and encouraging 
staggered working hours and multi-occupancy vehicles. 
1.2 Proposed Research Approach 
This research arises fkom discussions between the County Council and the Institute 
for Transport Studies carried out during January 1990. It follows previous work 
carried out by the Institute in assessing the demand for a new rail service between 
Nottingham, Mansfield and Worksop (Preston. 1989) and a Light RapidTransit system 
between Nottingham and Hucknall/Babbington (Preston and Wardman, 1989). 
The County Council's particular concern was whether there was a "trigger point" or 
"threshold leve1" of road congestion which could act as  a "catalyst" in persuading 
motorists to change their behaviour. This research is -loratow in nature. As it is 
dealing with evenk that may occur sometime in the f;ture d;e to dimensions of 
change that have not ureviouslv been observed (at least in the Nottingham area) this 
study makes use of hypothetical questioning techniques (see ~ a s g ,   resto on and 
Hopkinson, 1990, for more details of these techniques). 
This study was initially envisaged as consisting of four phases: 
(I) Phase one consisted of in-depth interviews of a small number of motorists in 
order to determine the main determinants of travel choice. 
(2) Phase two was to consist of a Stated Preference (SP) experiment to determine 
the choice between bus and car. It was proposed to distribute a total of 2,000 
questionnaires in four corridors. 
(3) Phase three was to consist of a Stated Preference experiment egamining the 
choice between car and bus-based park and ride. Again. 2.000 households in 
four corridors would be contacted. 
(4) Phase four would attempt to draw together the previous three phases in order 
to: 
(a) Give broad indications of the future level of the demand for bus travel. 
(b) Give estimates of the potential for bus-based park and ride and an 
assessment of the potential for rail based park and ride. 
(c) Assess whether "trigger points" exist which might reduce the 
attractiveness of private transport relative to public transport. 
1.3 Revised Research Approach 
The above proposed research approach was revised in the light of the findings &om 
the in-de~th interviews carried out in ~ h a s e  one (and re~orted in detail bv Ho~kinson. 
1990). overall, the single factor most-likely to affect p&ple's travel behavio& was an 
increase in parking charges. Most people felt they would be able to cope with more 
t r a c  on the roads largely by adjusting their departure times. Improvements to 
existing bus services in terms of frequency. fares and. to a lesser extent, journey 
times, were unlikely, in isolation, to affect peoples' use of buses. Generally, most 
people felt that they would be unlikely to use a park and ride scheme either because 
the existing sites are too close to the centre or they already have access to a good bus 
service. A literature review also indicated that to date, park and ride had only been 
successful in exceptional circumstances: either where congestion is heavy due to 
historic constraints on road capacity (eg Oxford) or there are severe central area 
parking shortages (eg CMstmas shoppingl (see Preston, 1990, for more details). 
The in-depth interviews therefore identifled a number of additional factors as  being 
germane to motorists' behaviour. As a result, the proposed phases two and three of 
this research were revised so as to cgnrist of four SP designs: 
(11 Motorists most important reaction to worsening conditions is. where possible, 
to modify departure time. As a result, one SP design is a within mode study 
focusing on departure time variation (both earlier and later). 
(2) Motorists appeared to be most sensitive to parking charges and availability. As 
a result, a second SP design studies the choice between car and bus-based 
park and ride, with parking cost specifled as a separate variable and set, in 
most instances. at  higher than current levels. 
(3) Motorists appeared most likely to switch to bus if journey times could be 
reduced. Therefore, a third SP design looks at  the choice between car and 
express bus. Due to bus lanes and priority at signals, in some scenarios bus 
can have faster journey speeds than car. 
(4) Our fourth, base SP design looks at the choice between conventional bus and 
car. particularly focusing on the effect of congestion by distinguishing between 
delay and free time. 
The pilot survey involved giving the 19 respondents to the in-depth interviews an 
initial version of our base SP design. Respondents found the survey comprehensible 
but in some instances reported that the times and costs presented were unrealistic. 
As a result, using the information from the travel diaries, the questionnaires were 
customised s p  as to be more representative. This was done by developing different 
sets of times and costs for those people living in Nottingharn itself (referred to as  the 
inner zone) and those living outside the main built-up area [referred to as the outer 
zone). As a result the number of SP designs increased to eight. 
Our pilot SP survey was based on presenting each individual with nine hypothetical 
scenarios. However, when we undertook detailed computer simulation tests along the 
lines of those recommended by Fowkes and Wardman (1988) it became clear that the 
design did not have sufficient variation to estimate with statistical significance all the 
effects we were interested in. As a result it was decided to expand the design to 
sixteen scenarios. However, it was felt that this would be too many scenarios for one 
individual to handle. Therefore, the design was split into two, with eight scenarios in 
each half. The number of SP designs therefore increases to 16. 
1.4 Report Outline 
In the next section, we go on to outline our research methodology in more detail. The 
extent of, and response to. the surveys is considered in detail and comparisons are 
made with Census data to determine the efTects of possible biases. 
Section three goes on to describe the development of models that might predict future 
changes. Separate models are developed for each of the four SP experiments. In 
addition, analysis is carried out of motorists' responses to Transfer Price m) and 
Transfer Time questions. An attempt is made to draw the, at  times, disparate 
evidence together in order to develop a series of strategic forecasting models. 
Section four goes on to assess future changes in the use of both public and private 
transport as  a result of increases in congestion, increases in parking costs. reductions 
in bus journey times and the introduction of park and ride. 
Section five attempts to draw some conclusions, particularly with respect to policy. 
2. SURVEY METHOD 
2.1 Extent of Surveys 
The survey method used was that of postal self-completion questionnaires. Examples 
of the four types of questionnaires that were used are given in a separate Technical 
Appendix, along with the coding manual. 
Ideally, in a n  exploratoly study of this type, household interviews would have provided 
a better survey instrument. However. in order to achieve a sample of over 1.000 
respondents such an approach would be prohibitively expensive. It was ourview that 
self completion still represents the best value approach but we acknowledge that this 
particular study is pushing such an approach to its limits. 
Overall 6.0 16 questionnaires were distributed to a total of 28 wards in four corridors 
(see Tables 1 and 2). These contact addresses were obtained, at random. from the 
electoral register. This compares with the 4,000 questionnaires we originally proposed 
to distribute (see Section 1.2). The sample size was increased due to the introduction 
of additional SP experiments and the decision not to send out reminders to non- 
respondents. 
From the 1981 Census, it was estimated that the total population of the 28 wards was 
around 158,000. with the population aged 18 and above being around 117,000. We 
have, therefore, sampled around 5.1% of the target population. 
2.2 Survey Response 
Altogether. 1,857 questionnaires were returned (as of 01/08/90) of which: 
(a) 41 were returned marked no longer at this address/not known at this address 
Ib) 64 were returned blank (mainly by. or on behalf of, the elderly and disabled) 
(c) 32 were returned too late to be coded and processed 
(d) 1,720 were coded and processed, of which 29 had incomplete details of the 
questionnaire number so that the identity of the respondent could not be 
detected. 
Thus, altogether a response rate of 30.9% was achieved, declining to 28.8% if those 
questionnaires which were not coded are excluded. This was deemed satisfactory for 
a survey of this type and represents a sample of 1.5Oh of the targeted population. 
Table 1 shows the geographical distribution of responses by ward. The highest 
response rate was achieved by Ravenshead ward (42%) and the lowest response rate 
was achieved by Portland ward (16Od. The response rate was higher for those wards 
in the outer zone (3 1.1%) than for those in the inner zone (25.0%). 
Table 1 also shows the difference response rates for each experiment. These exhibited 
less variance than for wards and were as follows: 
29.8% for the departure time experiment 
29.6% for the car v ordinary bus experiment 
26.6% for the car v express bus experiment 
26.6% for the car v park and ride experiment 
The 28 wards considered in this study were grouped into four corridors: 
(1) The North West corridor includes the Byron and Portland wards in Nottingham. 
the Nuthall, Eastwood North and South wards in Broxtowe and the Hucknall 
East and Woodhouse wards in Ashfield. The A610 and A61 1 are the main 
arterials serving the corridor and potential park and ride sites are at 
Southglade Drive and Wilkinson Street. 
Table 1: Response Rate by Ward and Survey Type 
Hucknall 
Woodhouse 
Eastwood N 
Eastwood S 
Nuthall 
Bonington 
Burton Joyce 
Calverton 
Cavendish 
Conway 
Gedling 
Killisick 
Nethdeld 
Oxclose 
St Marys 
Ravenshead 
Lowdham 
Bestwood Park 
Byron 
Greenwood 
Portland 
Wilford 
Keyworth N 
Keyworth S 
Leake 
Leys 
Lutterell 
Packman 
mAk 
Inner 
Outer 
Ordinarv 
Bus 
-
Park and 
Ride 
-
out in 
-
ExDress 
Bus 
out in 
-
Departure 
Time TOTAL 
out 
-
TOTAL 1536 454 1536 409 1536 409 1408 419 6016 1691 
.- 
- 
Table 2: Response Rate by Corridor 
SP Ordinary Park and Emress D e ~ a r t ~ r e  
%sign: - Bus - Ride - Bus TOTAL 
o u t i n  o u t @  
- -
N.West 384 97 384 81 384 81 352 81 1504 340 
North 384 103 384 93 384 110 352 110 1504 416 
South 384 146 384 138 384 125 352 116 1504 525 
East 384 108 384 97 384 93 352 112 1504 410 
TOTAL 1536 454 1536 409 1536 409 1408 419 6016 1691 
(2) The North corridor includes the Bestwood Park ward in Nottingham and the 
Calverton, Bonnington. Killhick, Oxclose. Ravenshead and St Marys wards in 
Gedling. The A600  and A6 1 1 are the main arterials serving the corridor and 
the corridor can be served by park and ride sites at the Forest and Southglade 
Drive. 
(3) The South corridor includes the Wilford ward in Nottingham and the Leake, 
Leys, Lutterell. Packman, Keyworth North and South wards in Rushcliffe. The 
A60(S) is the main arterial serving the corridor and park and ride can be 
provided at Queen's Drive. 
(4) The East corridor includes the Greenwood ward in Nottingham, the Burton 
Joyce, Cavendish, Conway, Gedling and Netherfield wards in Gedling and the 
Lowdham ward in Newark. The A612 is the main arterial and Daleside Road 
the park and ride site serving the corridor. 
Table 2 emphasises the geographical variation in response rate. The highest response 
rate (34.g0d was achieved in the South corridor and the lowest response rate was 
achieved in the North West corridor (22.6%). 
2.3 Comparisons with the Census 
Some useful comparisons can be made between the composition of our sample and 
the characteristics of the population as a whole. However, in doing so we are reliant 
on information from the 1981 Census which is now nine years out of date. Because 
of this, we only propose to make comparisons at a very general level. 
In Table 3 we compare the age-sex profile of our sample with that of the relevant total 
population. In doing so, we have made the working assumption that the population 
of the 28 wards has d i n e d  static since 1981 at the 158.000 level. Taking into 
account that the total population is likely to have aged over the past nine years, the 
main discrepancies appear to be as follows: 
(a) People in the age group 35-44 (both male and female) appear to be over 
represented. 
(b) Elderly females (particularly those that are 65 and over) appear to be under 
represented. 
(c) Young males (18-25) are under represented. 
/ 
- 
Comparisons of the socio-economic composition of the population and the sample are 
difficult as the Census only gives information on social class, whilst our surveys give 
information on household income. However. Table 4 does not suggest that there are 
any major discrepancies between the socio-economic composition of the sample and 
the population. 
Table 5 shows the level of household car ownership for both the sample and the 
population. It should be noted that the mean household size for the population is 
2.77 and for the sample is 2.82. If anything, one would expect that mean household 
size would have declined since 1981. This suggests that one person households are 
under-represented in our sample. cornparedto the 1981 population, our sample 
indicates a massive increase in the number of cars owned so that there are an average 
of 1.37 cars per household. Of these 19.7% are company cars. In 1981, it is 
estimated that there were around 0.78 cars per household. Adjusting for the fact that 
our sample suggests that mean household size has also increased, this suggests that 
car ownership per head of population aged 18 and above has increased by around 
73Oh since 1981. This seems likely to be an overstatement. Nationally, the number 
of private cars increased by 23% between 1981 and 1988 (Department of Transport, 
1989A). This again reflects the under-representation of the young and the old in our 
sample and the corresponding over-representation of middle aged groups. 
The rise in car ownership is reflected in the choice of mode for the joumey to work. 
The 198 1 Census indicated that around 52% of such trips were made by car, 27% by 
bus and 2 1% by other modes (principally walk, pedal- and motor-cycle). The results 
from our sample suggest that car's share has increased to 73%. whilst bus share has 
decreased to 16% and that of other modes to 11%. Our sample indicates that the 
mean occupancy per vehicle is 1.14 persons. Our sample also indicates that the 
number of people working has increased from 70,000 to almost 78,000. This is not 
implausible given the increased level of economic activity since 1981. 
Altogether. for the journey to work our sample indicates that there has been a 56% 
increase in car trips and a 33% reduction in bus trips. Nationally, between 198 1 and 
1988 it has been estimated that for all joumey purposes the use of car (measured in 
terms of passenger kms) has increased by 2g0h between 1981 and 1988 (DTp. 1989A) 
and that bus use (measured in terms of passenger journeys) decreased by 10% 
between 1982 and 1988/89 OTp. 1989B). It is likely that these trends will be 
amplitled in the dominantly suburban area that constitutes our population of interest 
but it seems likely that our sample has exaggerated these trends. 
Table 3: Age-Sex Composition of Population and Sample [Oh) 
18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65+ TOTAL 
Male -P 7.4 9.7 8.3 7.9 7.5 7.6 48.4 
-S 5.0 8.4 12.0 7.0 8.2 8.9 49.5 
Female -P 7.1 9.5 8.2 7.8 7.7 11.2 51.5 
-S 7.3 9.3 13.4 6.3 6.8 7.2 50.3 
P = Population 
S = Sample 
Table 4: Social Class/Income Level of Population and Sample (%] 
Social Class 
Managerial/ Skilled Skilled Semi-Skilled/ 
FTofessional Non-Manual Manual Unskilled 
Population 27.1 13.5 38.4 20.9 
Net Household Income f S ~ a )  
<20k 20-15k 15-1Ok 10-5k >5k 
Sample 24.7 16.7 20.8 21.1 16.7 
Table 5: Household Car Ownership (Grossing Factor = 33.19) 
Number of Cars per Household 
-f 
0 
- 1 - - 2 - 3+ households) 
Population 22.476 26.918 6.731 966 (57.09 1) 
39.4% 47. 1°h 11.8Oh 1.7% 
Sample 8,596 24,062 18.22 1 4.678 (55,560) 
15.5Oh 43.3% 32.7% 8.4% 
Table 6: Mode for the Journey to Work (Grossing Factor = 70.75) 
Bus 
-
Car 
-
Other 
- TOTAL 
Population 18.800 36,460 14.770 70.030 
26.8% 52.1Oh 2 1.2% 
Sample 12.450 56,810 8,420 77.680 
16.1% 73. 1°h 10.8% 
Table 7: Mode for the Journey to Work to Central Nottingham (Grossing Factor 
= 70.75) 
Bus 
- - Car - Other TOTAL 
Population 7.070 5,200 430 12.700 
55.7% 40.9% 3.4% 
Sample 6.510 18.830 1,030 26,370 
24.7Oh 71.4Oh 3.9% 
This point is re-emphasised by Table 7, which analyses the choice of mode for the 
joumey to work to central Nottingham. For the population, the central area was 
defined as the Bridge and Park wards. For the sample the central area was defhed 
by respondents. It is evident that this led to a liberal interpretation, which included 
much of the inner city, as well as the city centre. However, despite this it does appear 
that there has been an absolute decline in trips by bus and a large increase in trips 
by car. 
2.4 Re-Weighting the Sample 
The above analysis suggests that our sample has been affected by self-selectivity bias. 
In particular, it appears that car users are more inclined to respond than non car 
owners. This is not too surprising given that the main focus of our sunreys is that of 
motorists' behaviour. An attempt to correct for this bias was made by re-weighting 
the sample so that its age-sex composition was identical to that of the total population 
given in Table 4. This only had a moderate effect in the expected direction, the 
percentage of non car owning households increased to 16.7%. the percentage of work 
trips made by bus increased to 17.3% and the mean number of cars per household 
decreased to 1.35. 
An alternative scheme was based on re-weighting the sample so that the response 
rates were identical for each of the 28 wards. The justlllcation for this was based on 
Table 1 which indicate that the lowest responses were from those wards closest to 
central Nottlngham. These wards are likely to have relatively low lwels of car 
ownership and high lwels of bus usage. 
Again, this approach only had a moderate effect, although greater than that of weights 
based on age-sex composition. The percentage of non car owning households 
increases to 17.2%. the percentage of work trips made by bus increases to 17.8% and 
the mean number of cars per household decreases to 1.31. 
The use of weighting factors appears to reduce the impact of self-selectivity bias but 
only by a modest amount. However, a further adjustment may be made by 
incorporating the 64 questionnaires that were returned blank with comments to the 
effect that the member (or members) of the household were unable to make any trips. 
It may be assumed that these households are non car owners. If they are included 
in the data set, the percentage of non car owntng households increases to 20.4%. 
Moreover. the total number of estimated work trips will be reduced to 74,880, and our 
estimates of the joumey to work mode choice would become a s  shown by Table 8. 
Table 8: Mode for the Journey to Work (revised) (Grossing Factor = 68.02) 
GIE Ouler TOTAL 
Population 18,800 36.460 14,770 70,030 
26.8 52.1 21.1 
Sample 13.330 52,940 8,610 74,880 
17.8 70.7 11.5 
Thus, our revised estimates indicate that there has been a 45Oh increase in the use 
of car for work trips and a 29% decrease in the use of bus since 1981. From this we 
estimate that our unadjusted results overstated car use by 7.3% and understated bus 
use by 6.6Oh. It is these revised figures that will be used as a basis for the forecasting 
results in section 4, although the models developed in the next section are based on 
unweighted responses. 
3. MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
In this section we shall dwelop a series of models that will predict travel behaviour 
in future periods. This section will consist of six parts. The h t  four parts analyse 
the Stated Preference (SP) data to assess the role of ordinary buses, park and ride, 
express buseg and changing departure times. These models are based on binary logit 
and are estimated by maximum likelihood using the BLOGR package [Crittle and 
Johnson, 1980). In a f i f i  sub-section. Transfer Price (TP) and Transfer Time (TT) data 
are used to estimate demand functions and values of time. This data is analysed 
using ordinary least squares regression using the Statistical Analysis System [SAS) 
package. Finally, in the sixth sub-section, an attempt will be made to draw together 
the, at times, disparate results. 
3.1 Ordinary Bus SP Model 
An initial model was developed based on a piecewise approach. This involved 
developing separate lwels for each of the main attributes in the experiment. In this 
case the main attributes were: 
(i) free-moving time in car (FTC) 
(ii) delay time in car (DTC) 
[iii) in-vehicle time in bus [IVTB) 
(iv) bus fare (FARE) 
[v) car petrol cost (PETROL) 
(vi) car parking cost (PARK) 
The aim of this approach was to determine if there were any thresholds at  which 
attributes begin to have a greater effect on mode choice. Analysis of the values for 
FTC. NTB, FARE and PARK suggested a linear relationship. whilst the values for 
PETROL were of the wrong sign. Only the value for DTC appeared to be non linear, 
in that the effect of a unit amount of delay at 20 minutes DTC appeared to be roughly 
double that of a unit amount of delay at 15 minutes DTC. 
As a result, it was decided to develop a conventional linear additive model as shown 
by Table 9. Model 1. In models of this type the values are constant regardless of the 
lwels of the variable, eg the unit value of DTC is the same for all lwels of DTC. 
The main features of Model 1 are that the ASC indicates a strong preference for car, 
all other things being equal, equivalent to 34 pence of bus fare. The value of DTC 
compared to FTC suggests that delay time is valued 69% higher than free time for car. 
Expressed in terms of parking charges, the value of delay time is 5.2 pence per minute 
and that of free time is 3.1 pence. The value of bus in-vehicle time is between these 
two values at 4.4 pence per minute [expressed in terms of bus fares). Model 1 also 
.< 
- 
indicates that there is a high value for walking to/and from the car, equivalent to 7.5 
pence per minute. 
However, the value for walking to/and from the bus is much lower than we would 
have expected "a prion and. moreover. is insigniflcant. In addition, the parameter 
value for petrol is of the wrong sign but. again, is insignificant. Furthermore. we were 
unable to include the effects of bus frequency as it was correlated with othervariables. 
The result that petrol is perceived as having a value that is not significantly different 
from zero is not too suprising. It is well known that motorists underestimate the costs 
of travelling by car. The result for bus walk time is more difncult to explain but may 
again be due to misperceptions by motorists. 
Further model runs were undertaken in an attempt to remove these problems. In 
model 2, the variable DTC is expressed in a piecewise manner with D 15 representing 
a delay time of 15 minutes and D20 a delay time of 20 minutes. both compared to a 
base value of 10 minutes which is assumed to be valued as free moving time. 
Although this model results in a slight improvement in goodness of flt (as measured 
by both the rho-squared and percent right measures), the parameter values for the 
ASC and FM: become insignscant. Moreover, D l 5  and D20 have broadly similar 
values (0.145 and 0.110 per minute delay) suggesting that there is little support for 
a non linear expression for this variable when all other variables are expressed as 
being linear. 
Models 1 and 2 are composed entirely of alternative specitlc variables. In model 3 a 
generic variable, COST is created. This consists of both parking and petrol costs for 
car and fare for bus. Although its parameter value is significant, its low value implies 
very high values of time; 12.1 pence per minute for DTC, 6.3 pence per minute for 
FTC and 14.3 pence for IVTI3. 
Lastly, in Model 4, the effect of non-traders is examined. These are respondents who 
consistently chose either car only or bus only in the eight SP experiments that were 
presented to them. There were 105 individual car non-traders and 2 0  bus non- 
traders. Compared to Model 1, the main features of this model are that the ASC is 
now insignificant, the values of DTC and FTC are higher, as  is the value of WKB which 
becomes significant (although still less than the value of NTB). By contrast, the 
values for PETROL and WKC become lower. Overall. the model only results in a 
moderate goodness of fit. 
Table 9: Ordinary Bus SP Model (t-statistics in brackets) 
ASC-Car 
DTC 
PARK 
PETROL 
FARE 
Rho Squared 
Percent Right 
No of Obs 
No of Indiv 
Note: 
ASC = Alternative Specific Constant 
WKC = Walking Time for Car 
WKB = Walking Time for Bus 
3.2 Park and Ride SP Model 
The starting point to this stage of model development was again the dwelopment of 
a piecewise model. However, none of the explanatory variables displayed plausible 
non-linearities (FARE and PETROL exhibited decreasing values). Therefore, a 
conventional linear additive model was developed as shown by Table 10. Model 1. 
The main features of this model were as follows. There was a very large ASC in favour 
of car. equivalent to 53.70 of petrol or a parking charge of a . 5 0  per single trip (ie 
£1.00 for a round trip). The value for the parking cost parameter was 3.4 times that 
for the petrol cost parameter. The value for the park and ride fare (which covers 
parking and the ride on the bus) was between the two values, being 40% higher than 
the petrol cost parameter value. All other parameter values were insignificant. 
although at least the values of WKC and WKB seem reasonably plausible. By 
contrast, the value for IVTC is implausibly low, that of IVTPR is (in relation) 
implausibly high, whilst that of ACPR is of the wrong sign. 
Further analysis indicated that the introduction of the ACPR variable had led to 
unforeseen correlations. In Model 2 these correlations were reduced by combining 
ACPR and IVTPR to produce a total in-vehicle time variable for park and ride. This 
was in turn combined with IVTC to produce the generic variable, TIME. Howwer, the 
TIME parameter value remained insignificant and with an implausibly low value. 
whilst there was little change to all other parameter values. 
In Model 3, the process of developing generic and combinational variables was taken 
a step further. Mnrr is a generic variable consisting of IVTC and IVTPR Similarly. 
ACWK consists of WKC and a combination of WKB and ACPR COSTC is the parking 
and petrol costs of travelling by car. The ASC is dropped in this model as it was felt 
that its inclusion was overshadowing other effects. Some of the relationships in Model 
3 seem sensible: ACWK is valued at 4.27 times that of Mnrr (but this difference is not 
statistically significant). Park and ride FARE is valued as 75% greater than COSTC. 
However, MlVT still has an implausibly low value. whilst the poor performance of the 
model in general is reflected by the poor goodness of fit statistics. 
In Model 4, non-traders are excluded from the calibration data set, consisting of 37 
respondents who constantly chose car and 14 who constantly chose park and ride. 
This results in a much better model, as reflected by the rho squared and percent right 
statistics. Howwer, the IVTC, ACPR, IVTPR and WKB parameter values are still 
insignificant, although the latter is only just so. Moreover, the value for IVTC is of the 
wrong sign. 
Table 10: Park and Ride SP Models 
1 2 
ASC-Car 1.430 1.231 
(3.428) (4.196) 
IVTC -0.0065 TIME-0.0052 
(-0.703) (-0.596) 
ACPR 0.0103 
(0.619) 
IVTPR -0.0476 
(-0.279) 
WKC -0.0336 -0.0341 
(- 1.562) (-1.597) 
WKB -0.0475 -0.0457 
(-1.182) (-1.141) 
FARE -0.01 18 -0.01 13 
(-3.337) (-3.289) 
PETROL -0.0084 -0.0087 
(-2.497) (-2.709) 
PARK -0.0283 -0.0282 
(- 12.887) (-12.887) 
Rho squared 0.118 0.117 0.069 
O h  fight 57.8 57.1 54.5 
No of obs 1318 1318 1318 
No of indiv 203 203 203 
Note: 
ACPR = Access time by Car to Park and Ride site 
IVTPR = In-Vehicle Time by Bus from Park and Ride site 
3.3 Express Bus - SP Models 
Yet again the starting point for this model was piecewise estimation but again few non linear 
effects were detected. The main non-linear effect appeared to be for lVTC, where a threshold 
of 30 minutes appeared to be important. This might be consistent with the delay time 
threshold of 20 minutes detected in 3.1. Attempts were made to incorporate this non 
linearity into a model that, in all other respects was linear additive, but the results were not 
encouraging. 
Thus, emphasis was again placed on the development of straightfonvard linear additive 
models. The initial model is shown by Table 11. Model 1. This model indicates a very low 
value of IVTB (0.6 pence per mlnute, expressed in terms of FARE) but higher values for WKB 
(4.0 pence per minute) and FREQ (2.3 pence per minute]. By contrast, the model indicates 
high values of WTC (13.7 pence per minute if measured in terms of PETROL. 2.4 pence per 
minute if measured in terms of FARE) and wen higher values of WKC (2.1 times IVTC). 
Parking costs are estimated to be valued at 2.8 times petrol costs. Perhaps, the most 
surprising result here is that there seems to be a strong preference for express bus, all other 
things being equal. This is indicated by the negative ASC for car which suggests that the 
preference for express bus is equivalent to a fare of 30.7 pence. This result is all the more 
surprising given the results in 3.1 and 3.2. The fact that the ASC favours bus and that the 
value of IVTB is low suggests that there may be some policy response bias in this 
experiment. 
In model 2. the ASC is dropped but this leads to little improvement in the model. The 
parameter values for IVTB and PETROL remain insignificant and the discrepancy between 
the values for IVTC and IVTB widens. 
In model 3, a generic variable IVT is created, combining nrrC and IVTB. This has a rather 
more plausible value of 2.05 pence per minute (expressed in terms of FARE). However, the 
effect of the ASC becomes stronger, being equivalent to 71.6 pence preference for express 
bus. 
Lastly, in model 4. 49 car non-traders and 23 bus non-traders are dropped from the data 
set. Although the goodness of fit statistics appear reasonable, the ASC is still strongly in 
favour of bus and lVTC still has a much higher parameter value than IVTB. Furthermore, 
the nrrC parameter value now becomes greater than that for WKC whilst the value for PARK 
becomes insignificant and of the wrong sign. The parameter value for PETROL remains 
insignificant, although the value for IVTB has become significant. 
Table 11: Express Bus SP Models 
ASC-Car 
NTC 
NTB 
WKC 
WKB 
PARK 
PETROL 
FARE 
FREQ 
Rho Squared 0.129 0.126 
O h  right 58.3 58.2 
No of obs 1639 1639 
No of bdiv 229 229 
FREQ = Frequency of express bus 
3.4 Departure Time SP Model 
The departure time experiment was the most successful of the four SP experiments 
and the results are shown by Table 12. Model 1 shows that car users value TVT at 3.8 
pence per minute, expressed in terms of parking charges. Theirvaluation of departing 
early was linear and equivalent to 1.6 pence per minute. By contrast, departing late 
was valued in a non h e a r  manner. Departing 30 minutes late was valued at around 
0.8 pence per minute (although the result is not quite significant), but departing 60 
minutes late was valued at 1.7 pence per minute. 
Model 1 also includes an ASC which indicates that there is a small preference 
(equivalent to 3.6 pence) for departing as now, but the value of the ASC is not 
statistically significant. In Model 2, this ASC is dropped. The main change is that the 
LATE30 parameter variable becomes statistically significant. 
Models 3 and 4 re-run Models 1 and 2, but with the 32 respondents who persistently 
choose to travel as now omitted from the data set. In model 3 it can be seen that the 
ASC is (just) significant, but now indicates a preference for varying departure time 
equivalent to 33.2 pence. Omission of the ASC (Model 4) results in the LATE30 
variable becoming. once again, insignificant. 
Table 12: Departure Time SP Models 
RSC-as now 0.0583 
(0.219) 
EARLY -0.0258 
(-5.172) 
LATE30 -0.385 
(-1.513) 
LATE60 - 1.643 
(-6.630) 
IVT -0.0614 
(-6.380) 
PARK -0.0162 
(-8.192) 
Rho squared 0.102 0.102 
% right 56.7 56.8 
No of obs 1635 1635 
No of indiv 206 206 
3.5 Transfer Price and Transfer Time Models 
A series of questions were posed to motorists which asked: 
what increase in your car journey costs would be just enough to make you 
travel by bus instead? 
what decrease in the bus fare would be just enough to make you travel by bus 
instead? 
what increase in your car journey time would be just enough to make you 
travel by bus instead? 
what decrease in bus joumey time would be just enough to make you travel by 
car instead? 
The first two questions are examples of Transfer Price (TP), the last two of Transfer 
Time 0. A value of journey time can be obtained by dividing TP by 'IT. This gave 
the following results: 
value of car journey time increase 5.45 p/min (S.D. = 5.10, obs. = 386) 
value of bus journey time decrease 3.47p/min (S.D. = 4.25, obs = 312) 
This suggests that car users are either 
more sensitive to carjourney time increases than bus joumey time decreases. 
and/or 
more sensitive to bus fare decreases than car joumey cost increases 
The TP and data also provides useful insights into the elasticity of car users to 
increases in car joumey time and cost (ie direct or elasticity) and to decreases in 
bus journey time and cost (ie cross elasticity). The resultant arc elasticities are 
presented in Tables 13 and 14. It should be noted that carjourney time and costs and 
bus journey time were based on reported values but bus journey cost (ie fare) was 
based on engineering values. 
Table 13 shows that car users are more sensitive to car cost increases than Journey 
time increases up to the 30°h increase mark. For increases beyond that, car users are 
more sensitive to increases in joumey time than increases in cost. For both journey 
time and cost, the arc elasticity achieves its greatest absolute value for a 100% 
increase, although its value is two-thirds greater forjourney time than cost. Doubling 
of times or costs, therefore, appears to be the most important threshold, although 
rounding error may be important here. 
Table 14 shows that car users are more sensitive to decreases in bus journey time 
than decreases in bus fare (although, of course, it is debateable to what extent bus 
joumey times can be decreased). The arc cross-elasticity reaches its greatest lwel for 
bus journey time decreases of 40% and bus fare decreases of 80%. At free bus fares. 
our figures indicate that around 69% of car users would continue using that mode for 
trips to central Nottingham. 
A word of explanation is required on how non-traders are treated in Tables 13 and 14. 
Only around half of car users gave responses to the TP and TT questions. A small 
number (around 45) of those who had failed to give answers to the TP and lT 
questions had failed to give answers to other questions and were therefore excluded 
from the analysis. In addition, a small number of respondents between 62 and 77) 
claimed that their best alternative was not bus but was either travelling bv another 
- - 
mode (bicycle, motorcycle, walk) or not travelling at all. These individuals were also 
excluded from our analvsis in Table 13 but included as non traders in Table 14. In 
addition, a number of rkspondents gave information on their TP and 'IT but did not 
give information on their actual journey times and costs. This particularly occurred 
for car cost. Again these individuals were excluded from the analysis. 
Table 13: Estimates of the Elasticity of Car Users to Increases in Car Journey 
Time and Cost 
N o . f  
W f  Elasticitv Elasticitv 
Joumw exc non inc non Joumw swit- exc non inc non 
time traders traders Chers traders traders 
TOTALS 458 784' 403 742' 
1. Car essential for work 102. car needed for other purposes 131. no alternative 93 
2. Car essential for work 102. car needed for other purposes 143. no alternative 94. 
However, it was evident that the vast majority of non responses to the TP and TT 
questions were due to a belief that there was no alternative to the car. Around 100 
people required the car for work, up to 150 people needed the car of other purposes 
(such as canying shopping, physically unable to use other forms of transport), whilst 
a further 100 or so did not believe the car was essential but did not have a viable 
alternative. In the short term, it may be assumed that these people will use their cars 
come what may. They are termed non traders and are estimated to make up around 
40% of motorists. 
Inclusion of non-traders reduces the absolute value of the arc elasticities to what may 
be deemed as more plausible values. Car's direct elasticities for time and cost are 
- 
estimated to be within the range of 0 to -0.36 and -0.03 to -0.21 respectively. Car's 
cross elasticity with respect to bus journey time is estimated as being in the range 
0.16 to 0.98 and with respect to bus fare in the range 0.08 to 0.33. These values may 
seem high but it should be remembered that this analysis is based on trips to central 
Nottingharn, where bus is at its most competitive. W e p t  for small reductions in bus 
fare, there is strong evidence for non zero cross elasticities. 
Table 14: Estimates of the Elasticity of Car Users to Decreases in Bus Journey 
Time and Fare 
N0.f  
N o . f  Elastidtv Elasticitv 
Joumw p& exc non inc non & exc non inc non 
time - chers traders traders - chers traders traders 
TOTAL 392 822' 350 8212 
1. Car essential for work 105, car needed for other purposes 149, bus not an 
alternative 176 
2. Car essential for work 110. car needed for other purposes 153, bus not an 
alternative 208 
The elasticities we have discussed so far are arc elasticities. Some additional work 
has been carried out in which attempts have been made to model the demand 
function itself and hence determine point elasticities. Use was made of regression. 
using the Statistical Analysis System [SAS) computer package. Four functions were 
tested: 
(i) A linear function which implies constant arc elasticities from a given point on 
the demand m e .  
(ii) A log-linear function which implies constant point elasticities. 
(iii) A semi-log (or exponential) function which implies that the point elasticity 
increases in direct proportion to the magnitude of change. 
(iv) A quadratic function which implies that the point elasticity initiauy increases 
as  the magnitude of change increases but then declines. 
This work was exploratory in nature but indicated that forms (i) and (if) were the least 
appropriate and forms [iii) and (iv] the most appropriate. The quadratic function 
appeared to give the best fit [with an between 0.84 and 0.98 and with very high t- 
- 
.* - 
statistics). although it performs poorly at the extremes (especially as  the magnitude 
of change tends to zero). The analysis was carried out for traders only and the 
following point elasticities for a 2Wh change were estimated: 
(Adjust for 
non-traders) 
Increase in car journey time -0.144 (-0.084) 
Increase in car journey cost -0.055 (-0.030) 
Decrease in bus journey time 0.816 (0.389) 
Decrease in bus journey cost 0.188 (0.080) 
These results suggest that for a 20% change, decreases in bus journey times and 
costs have a greater effect on behaviour than increases in carjourney times and costs, 
wen if the results are adjusted for non traders. In particulu. motorists appear to be 
sensitive to bus joumey time. Howwer, given that a large element of this consists of 
walk and wait time. it is debateable whether large reductions can be achiwed wen if 
priority measures reduce in-vehicle time. 
3.6 Putting it AU Together 
Our modelling work has produced a large amount of revealing information on travel 
choice but the results of our modelling exercises have at  times been contradictory with 
each other and a priori expectations. In part, this is due to the SP experiments not 
being as successful as  we had hoped. It was felt that this might be due to the split 
design adopted and, in particular, the different times and costs presented to those 
living in the inner and outer zones. However. dwelopment of separate models for 
these two zones failed to produce signjficant improvements. A more realistic 
explanation for the problems we have experienced may be related to respondents' lack 
of familiarity with the choice contexts we presented them. Thus. the park and ride 
experiment was the least successful because this is a choice that few travellers 
consider. There were also problems in that the park and ride service was not 
described in sufficient detail eg exact location of the site and the bus stops served in 
the central area. The departure time experiment was the most successful because 
this is the choice that most motorists are likely to consider. 
Despite these concerns, in this section we shall attempt to put together our results 
in order to develop a series of strategic forecasting models. The most important 
results of our modelling exercise may be summarised as follows: 
(i) From the ordinary bus SP experiment (Table 9, Model 1). it was found that bus 
in-vehicle time has avalue of around 3.1 pence per minute, expressed in terms 
of fare. For car, it was found that delay time was valued two-thirds more 
highly than free time, with values of 5.2 and 3.1 pence per minute respectively, 
expressed in terms of parking costs. This is consistent with previous fmdings 
(Wardman, 1988). Similarly, car walk time was valued at 7.5 pence per 
minute. In this experiment, the constant indicated a preference for car 
equivalent to 34 pence of fare. The parameter value for fare was 13% greater 
than that for petrol. 
The main failings of this model were the insignificant and, to soms extent. 
.<. ..- 
implausible parameter values for petrol costs (although it is well known that 
motorists tend to misperceive this cost) and walk time for bus. 
[ii) From the park and ride SP experiment (Table 10. Model 1) the main findings 
were that the parameter value for fare was 58% less than that for parking 
which was in turn 226% greater than that for petrol. This indicates that 
motorists are more sensitive to parking charges than petrol costs, confirming 
the results of the in-depth interviews. The other main finding was that there 
was a very large constant in favour of car, equivalent to S1.21. This is 
indicative of a considerable interchange penalty for park and ride. 
However, with the exception of walk time for bus (valued at  4 pence per minute) 
this model failed to produce plausible parameter values for the time variables. 
This was probably due to the dominance of the cost variables and the constant 
and presumably stems from the unfamiliarity of respondents to this choice 
context. 
(iii) From the express bus SP experiment (Table 11. Model 1) it was found that the 
value of walk time for bus was 4 pence per minute (ie consistent with [ii) 
above). It was also found that the parking cost parameter value was 180°h 
greater than that of petrol (again consistent with (ii) above) but the fare 
parameter value was, in turn, 470% seater than that for parking costs. Our 
experiments, therefore, failed to d e t s n e  a consistent r&tion&ip between 
the values of bus fares and parking charges. However. if exuressed in terms 
of fare, this experiment did p~od~~~plausi ' i i le  values for car in-vehicle time and 
walk time, at 2.4 pence and 5.0 pence per minute respectively. The value for 
bus frequency was also plausible at 2.3 pence per minute. The value of the 
constant indicated a preference for express bus equivalent to 31 pence. This 
reinforces the views expressed in the in-depth interviews that bus can only 
compete with the car if its quality is improved and its speed increased. 
The main failings of the bus SP experiment was that the parameter value for 
in-vehicle time bus seemed implausibly low, even given the better quality 
vehicles being depicted in this experiment. 
(iv) From the departure time SP experiment the main finding was that in-vehicle 
time for car was valued at 3.8 pence per minute (expressed in terms of parking 
costs). The values for departing early (1.6 pence per minute) and late (between 
0.8 and 1.7 pence per minute) were considerably less than the value for car in- 
vehicle time. This corn the in-depth interview findings that motorists are 
prepared to respond to worsening conditions by modifying their departure time. 
(v) The main flnding of the TP/TT experiments was a value of car journey time 
(including walk) of 5.5 pence per minute and for bus (including walk and wait 
time) of 3.5 pence per minute.-The experiments also produced husible values 
for direct and cross elasticities, ~articularlv if the Dre~onderance of non traders 
- - - .  
are taken into account. 
From all the experiments, there was little evidence of significant thresholds but the 
TP/TT experiments were more successful in detecting non-linearities. Up to a certain 
limit, there does appear to be a cumulative (or snowballing) effect in that, for example, 
- 
- 
a 40% deterioration in conditions has a much greater proportionate effect than a 20% 
deterioration. 
In order to develop strategic forecasting methods it was decided to transfer plausible 
parameter values from one SP model to another. However, this would have an effect 
on the constant term. ASC. To estimate this effect BLOGlT was used to restrict all 
parameter values, other than the constant, to pre-set values. In the main, these were 
based on the previously estimated values, with the following exceptions. 
(i) In the ordinav bus SP model, bus walk time was given a value of 4 pence per 
minute (expressed in terms of fare) so as  to be consistent with the park and 
ride and express bus SP experiments. Similarly. the absolute value of the 
petrol cost parameter was set at one third that of the parking cost parameter 
value. 
(ii) In the park and ride SP model, car in-vehicle time was given a value of in- 
vehicle time of 3 pence per minute (expressed in terms of fare) so as to be 
consistent with the values found in the ordinary and express bus experiments. 
It was assumed that access time by car to park and ride has the same value as  
car in-vehicle time. Also based on the evidence from the ordinary and express 
bus experiments. it was assumed that car walk time had a parameter value 
double that of car in-vehicle lime. Lastly, it was assumed that park and ride 
in-vehicle time was the same as the value of bus in-vehicle time derived from 
the TP/TT experiment. Assuming bus walk and wait time is valued at 4 pence 
p a  minute, it was estimated that bus in-vehicle time's value should be around 
3.1 pence per minute in order to be consistent with an overall bus journey time 
value of 3.5 pence per minute. 
(iii) In the express bus SP model it was also assumed that bus in-vehicle time was 
valued as for ordinary bus (ie 3.1 pence per minute). 
(ivl The departure time model was based on Table 12, Model 2. 
The resultant models used for forecasting are shown by Table 15. In Model 1, the 
ASC indicates a slightly reduced preference for car equivalent to 27 pence. Similarly. 
Model 2's ASC shows a reduced preference for car. being equivalent to £1.05. By 
contrast, Model 3's ASC indicates a much stronger preference for express bus, 
equivalent to 82 pence. 
Table 16: Strategic Forecasting Models 
Ordinarv Park and Emress 
Bus - Ride Bus 
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
Departure 
Model 4 
DTC 
m 
rVTB 
WKC 
WKB 
PETROL 
PARK 
FARE 
-0.0479 rVn: 
-0.0283 ACC 
-0.0454 IVTPR 
.-0.0691 WKC 
-0.0416" WKB 
-0.0031' FARE 
-0.0092 PETROL 
-0.0104 PARK 
-0.0354* W E  
-9.0354* IVTB 
-0.0366" WKC 
-0.0708* WKB 
-0.0475 PARK 
-0.0118 PETROL 
-0.0084 FARE 
-0.0283 FREQ 
-0.0574 EARLY -0.0267 
-0.0747 LATE -0.428 
-0.120 LATE60 - 1.684 
-0.0969 rVn: -0.0605 
-0.0042 PARK -0.0161 
-0.0015 
-0.0241 
-0.0483 
Rho Squared 0.151 0.109 0.109 0.102 
O h  Right 60.1 57.7 58.4 56.8 
* Indicates transferred pammeter value 
4. FORECASTS 
In this section we go on to apply the strategic forecasting models developed in the 
previous section to examine future changes. Firstlv. we examine the models' abilities 
explaining the base situation. secon2ly, the d&d for bus based park and ride 
is examined. Thirdly, the effect of dramatic increases in car traffic and congestion is 
examined using 2001 as a future reference year. Fourthly, the effect ofudoubling 
parking and/or petrol costs is examined. Fifthly, the effect of reducing bus journey 
times. both for existing buses and through the development of an urban express bus 
network, is examined. 
A number of technical difficulties arise in this section. Firstlv. our base forecasts are 
not totally accurate in replicating the existing situation. 1n";rder to get round this, 
our uredictions examine changes relative to the forecast base situation. ie we a d o ~ t  
an incremental type approach.~~econdly, our analysis is static in that we only lookit 
first round effects. In other words, we concentrate on the short run effects of our flve 
scenarios, ie the possible effect on travel tomorrow. Clearly. this is not appropriate 
for one of our options. namely the effect of congestion in 2001. Thirdly, there is the 
problem of dealing with non-traders. The strategic models that we developed inTable 
15 included non-traders, defined on the basis of responses to the SP experiment, and 
hence in most of our subsequent work we have not made any further amendments. 
If, however, we classify respondents who only give time and cost information for one 
mode as non-traders, our results could exhibit important changes. Of course, there 
is also the issue of whether non-traders in the short term will remain so in the long 
term. 
- 
4.1 The Base Situation 
The base situation choice between bus and car is examined by Table 16A for all four 
SP experiments. 1263 out of 1720 (73.4%) respondents gave details of a recent trip 
to central Nottingham. Of these. 760 were people who gave details for both car and 
bus travel and therefore gave sufficient information to be included in the forecasting 
stage. The remainder might be considered as non-traders, with 1 13 only givingdetails 
for bus and 390 only giving details for car. In our forecasting data set, only 11.6% 
chose bus, but if non-traders are taken into account bus's share increases to 15.9%. 
Bus's market share is noticeably greater in the North and North West corridors than 
the South and East corridors. This may be explained by differences in car ownership 
and bus's level of service. Overall, it is estimated that on an average day (Monday to 
Saturday) around 67,000 trips are made into central Nottingham by bus and car from 
the four corridors studied. 
The ordinary bus SP model (strategic model 1) was used to forecast the base bus 
share of the market. Two forms of forecast were produced: 
(a) The deterministic forecast (DF) where bus is only chosen if its generabed cost 
is less than that of car. 
(b) The probabilistic forecast (PF) is the sum of the probabilities of each individual 
choosing bus, calculated from the binary logit. 
We might expect the actual market share to be between these two values. This is the 
case but the actual share is much closer to the DF than the PF. Use of the mean of 
the DF and PF would in this case overestimate bus demand by 5g0/6. However, if non- 
traders are taken into account the overestimate is reduced to 25.9%. 
The accuracy of strategic model 1 is further examined inTable 16B which is based on 
respondents to the ordinary bus SP experiment who gave time and cost information 
for bus and car. It can be seen that in this context the model is more accurate in that 
the mean value of the DF and PF only overestimates by 22%. 
Table 1- The Base Situation: All E~~erfmentS 
NON-TRADERS Bus 
Bus market share Revised 
A &  - PF - Obs. - Bus - Car 
N.West 0.119 0.097 0.238 139 26 73 0.179 
North 0.170 0.123 0.282 163 36 99 0.214 
South 0.087 0.077 0.270 262 23 121 0.112 
East 0.100 0.114 0.289 186 23 92 0.138 
1. Includes observations whose geographical location could not be identified. 
Table 16B: The Base Situation: Ordinary Bus Experiment Only 
Bus market share 
A m  - PF - Obs. 
N.West 0.028 0.122 0.216 40 
North 0.329 0.071 0.246 35 
South 0.102 0.073 0.271 41 
East 0.138 0.073 0.271 41 
TOTAL 0.135 0.086 0.244 193 
4.2 Park and Ride 
In this section, strategic model 2 is applied to forecast the demand for bus based park 
and ride at five sites: 
(i) The Forest 
(ii) Queen's Drive 
(iii) Daleside Road 
(iv) Southglade Drive 
(v) Wilkinson Street. 
Access time to the park and ride site was derived from the questionnaire. Bus in- 
vehicle time was derived &om Nottingham City Transport's timetables. Bus walk time 
was based on existing bus egress time, again derived from the questionnaire. It was 
assumed that the park and ride charge was based on the equivalent bus fare (ie the 
parking element is effectively free). It is assumed that each park and ride site is 
serviced by a bus service that departs at five minute intervals. 
Initial results are shown by Table 17 it is clear that, despite a very attractive standard 
of service park and ride fails to capture more than 25% of those travellers that are 
prepared to trade between car and park and ride. An exception was provided by the 
North West corridor but further examination suggested that the majority of park and 
ride users in the sample for this corridor were abstracted from bus. Not too much 
should be read into this. it is probably a quirk of the small sample size. 38% of park 
and ride users were estimated to be commuters and 620% were estimated to be 
shoppers and leisure travellers. However, this result may also be affected by our 
small sample size. 
Table 17: The Demand for Park and Ride 
ALL USERS OF WHICH 
%from %from 
DF PF - Obs. - car bus 
N.West 0.444 0.489 16 38.7 61.3 
North 0.166 0.284 23 100.0 - 
South 0.183 0.288 54 100.0 - 
East 0.024 0.148 33 100.0 - 
TOTAL 0.193 0.292 126 76.6 23.4 
Table 18: Estimates of Usage of Park and Ride Sites on an Average Weekday 
Dale- Willdn- 
Queens son 
- Emansion 
Forest Drive Road  Street TOTAL pactor 
N.West 380 60 - 80 520 86.7 
North 100 - - 20 120 40.0 
South - 320 20 - 340 62.4 
East - - 60 - 60 38.4 
TOTAL 480 380 80 100 1040 
NB Forecasts based on mean of DF and PF and figures rounded to nearest 10 
It should, therefore, be made clear that here. and elsewhere, the results for specific 
corridors should be treated with caution given the small numbers of observations 
involved. 
InTable 18. the results of Table 17 are transformed into an estimate of the mean dailv 
usage (Monday to Saturday) of four of the park and ride sites. Southglade Drive w& 
excluded from the analvsis because althoub it was mentioned as a ~ossibilitv bv 
4.6% of potential park akd ride users, it was>ot the most preferred.sitefor any Gthk 
respondents in our sample. 
The daily usage figures were obtained by weighting responses by fi-equency of travel. 
The results were then expanded so as  to give estimates of the total demand for the 
four corridors. The zoning system used is shown by Figure 1. It should be made clear 
that the population of inner Nottingharn (broadly deEned by the Ring Road and the 
River Trent) and of the Western part of the built-up area was not included. It was 
estimated that the total population of the four corridors studied was 462.000 whilst 
that of the study area was around 693,000. It should be evident that our results are 
heavily dependent on the expansion factors used and these are, in turn, dependent 
on the definition of zones. 
Overall, it is estimated that the four park and ride sites would be used by around 
1,000 people (including car passengers) on an average weekday. This compares with 
the 870 or so people who currently use the park and ride service provided at the 
Forest and Queens Drive on an  average weekday. It should be noted that in 
computing our forecasts, we have been unable to take fully into account seasonality. 
We would though expect usage during the pre-Christmas period to be substantially 
above our average weekday prediction, whilst we would expect usage during the 
summer period to be below. It should also be noted that our park and ride estimates 
are only based on a mean occupancy of 1.1 per vehicle whereas the County Council 
estimates that the mean occupancy of vehicles currently using park and ride is 2.2 1. 
If. howwer, we assume that all those passengers travelling with a car driver also 
switch to park and ride our estimated mean occupancy per vehicle becomes 1.7 and 
our total estimate of demand for park and ride needs to be increased by 56%. The two 
most impoent  park and ride sites would be the Forest (46% of park and ride 
demand) and Queens Drive (37%) whilst the two most important corridors affected 
would be the North West (50%) and the South (33%). 
However, it should also be borne in mind that our coverage is only partial. Surveys 
carried out by the County Council in autumn 1989 suggested that around 42% of 
park and ride users at the Forest and Queens Drive came from beyond our survey 
areas. This might suggest that park and ride usage in our base situation might be 
around the 1.800 mark on an average weekday or around 2.800 if the adjustment for 
car occupancy is made. Furthermore. we have limited our analysis to bus-served park 
and ride sites. Our earlier work has indicated that over 1.000 people a day might 
make use of park and ride facilities at Babbington and Hucknall, related to the 
proposed LEZT scheme (h-eston and Wardman, 1989). In addition, a similar number 
of people were forecast to make use of park and ride at up to 11 sites on the proposed 
Robin Hood rail service, with the sites at Mansfield and Hucknall being the most used 
(Preston. 1989). 
4.3 The Effect of Increased Congestion 
In this section the effect of increased congestion is examined. by using the predicted 
vehicle speeds for the year 2001 provided by the County Council and shown in Table 
19. 
Table 19: Average Vehicle Speeds for Major Radial Routes in Greater Nottingham 
(mph) 
Source: Correspondence with County Council (28/02/90) 
If these decreases in speed are applied to our data set we predict that mean car in- 
vehicle time increases from 14.7 to 27.0 minutes (up 84%) for those using car and 
from 16.9 to 31.7 minutes (up 88%) for those for whom car is the best alternative. 
In Table 20. column B. the effect of these increased delays on bus usage is assessed 
using strategic model 1. It can be seen that bus usage is forecast to increase from a 
share of 0.184 to a share of 0.382 (ie up 105Oh) assuming that bus services are 
unaffected by delays. However, this result is dimcult to interpret in that we would 
expect that between 1990 and 2001 car usage would grow substantially and that 
some of this would be at the expense of bus. For example, between 1985 and 1989 
car usage in Nottingham was estimated to have grown by 18%. This is equivalent to 
3.4% growth per annum. If this trend continued, it might be expected that car usage 
would increase by 44% between 1990 and 2001. Nationally, there has been a secular 
downward trend in bus usage estimated to be equivalent to 1.5Oh per annum. If this 
applied locally, bus usage might be expected to decline by 15Oh. Taking the total 
figure from column A of Table 20, this would mean that assuming a growing travel 
market (ie a variable trip maw: 
Bus usage declining from 0.184 to 0.126 units 
Car usage increasing from 0.816 to 1.175 units. 
This suggests that only a small amount of increased car usage (around 8%) would be 
due to switching from bus. The vast amount of this increase would be due to 
generated travel, although this result is dependent on our estimates of bus's share of 
the market being correct. Overall. travel demand might be expected to increase by 
SOOh. 
One interpretation might be that, de facto, much of this excess demand is catered for 
by bus. That is out of a total demand of 1.301 units: 
Bus share is 30% (0.382/1.301) 
Car share is 70% (0.919/1.301) 
In other words, the increase in car usage is constrained to be around lZOh (ie 
0.9 19/0.8 16). However, this analysis is static. In reality, this less than expected 
growth in car use would lead to less than excepted increases in congestion which 
would in turn encourage greater car use and hence greater congestion. The processes 
by which traffic reaches equilibrium levels and speeds under conditions of capacity 
constraint require further study before they can be properly understood. 
However, in Figure 2. we have attempted to assess the possible effects of re- 
congestion. Assuming that the change in carjourney times is equivalent to 1.95 times 
the change in car traffic for each time period (derived from Table 19). we have been 
able to derive a cobweb equilibrium model. This was produced by re-running strategic 
model 1 a number of times. After 10 iterations a new equilibrium emerges that 
predicts that by the year 2001 car traffic will have increased by around a quarter and 
that car journey times wiU have gone up around one third. 
The results from Figure 2 assume that bus journey times have been maintained at 
their 1990 levels without any restrictions on existing road space. This would clearly 
require the provision of new dedicated bus lanes and is tantamount to an increase in 
./. - 
road capacity. This is why the supply curve in Figure 2 is depicted as  shifting 
downwards from S, to &. A given lwel of car traffic can be more easily handled by 
the new system as reflected by the reduced journey time. 
If it is assumed that buses are affected by congestion in a similar way to cars then our 
analysis changes dramatically. Analysis suggests that bus share of the travel market 
would decrease to only 7.5% (0.097/ 1.30 1) and that car traffic is estimated as having 
increased by 47.5% (1.204/0.816). Although we have no firm evidence of thresholds, 
the analysis presented in Table 13 did suggest that doubling of car journey times did 
represent a possible threshold at which demand for car travel might stagnate. 
Assuming a growth of car MIC of around 3.4% per annum this would be achieved 
in the year 2003. If a low growth of 1.6% is applied the corresponding year is 2017. 
If however, bus speeds could be maintained at current levels this threshold would not 
be achieved until around the year 201 1 (high growth) and the year 2037 (low growth). 
We are aware that major dwelopments at 15 sites throughout the Greater Nottingham 
area are likely to lead to major increases in employment, estimated to involve up to 
16.000 jobs. Of these 11,200 would be within the City of Nottingham itself. 
representing a 6.3% increase on estimated 1990 employmekt levels within the city 
(189.000 jobs). Assuming the same increase in car usage, this increase is equivalent 
to up to L o  years of high MIC growth and four ye& of low traffic growth, and 
would correspondingly bring forward the threshold years estimated in the previous 
paragraph. Our analysis has necessarily focused on a city wide scale. Over half of 
these new jobs would be concentrated in the c e n w  area and may lead to greater 
congestion problems. However. analysis of such problems would require detailed 
micro-scale trafltic studies. 
In Table 21, column B, the effect of increased delays for car on the demand for park 
and ride is assessed. Again it is assumed that the park and ride service is unaffected 
by delays. The results suggest that park and ride demand might increase by 35%. 
However, this figure does not take into account the effect of increased car usage by 
the year 2001. Given that (from Table 17) around 77% of park and ride demand is 
from people who would otherwise use their cars and that in unconstrained conditions 
car usage might go up by 44% and bus usage down by 15%, we estimate that the 
potential park and ride market would increase by around 3Wh. In this case the 
unadjusted total number of park and ride users from the surveyed areas might be 
expected to be over 1800; that is an increase of 75% on the base situation. In other 
words. park and rlde might be expected to grow faster than car use in general but not 
in such a way that it had a dramatic constraining effect on car use. 
Table 22 goes on to examine the possible effects of increased delays on departure 
time. This was done by examining whether, given the congestion levels that are 
forecast to occur in 2001, travelling 30 or 60 minutes earlier would be preferred to 
travelling at  the same time as now. It should though be noted that 140 out of the 249 
respondents (56%) included in these forecasts had fixed arrival times and therefore 
could. to some extent, be considered as non-traders, particularly as far as the 
departing later options are concerned. Moreover, it is apparent that our base 
forecasts do not accurately predict that all respondents travel "as now". This reflects 
the difficulties faced in applying a logit model to an extreme situation in which 
everybody chooses one option relative to another wen though the utility difference 
between the two options is only quite small. The results from Table 22 suggest that 
- 
the scope for modifying departure times by either 30 or 60 minutes is fairly limited, 
although 20% of those travelling "as now" may switch to travelling earlier by 30 
minutes, and this represents nearly half of those who are unconstrained by fvced 
arrival times. Also, there does seem to be a preference for travelling earlier rather 
than later. 
Table 20: The Demand for Travel by Bus: Sensitivity Analysis 
A - B C l2 E petrol parking Parking 
2001 & c J & -  costs 
Base Delavs doubled doubled & .~ 
N.West 0,168 0.355 0.251 0.210 0.616 
North 0.172 0.403 0.279 0.258 0.607 
South 0.174 0.373 0.263 0.228 0.545 
East 0.202 0.411 0.296 0.260 0.538 
TOTAL 0.184 0.382 0.270 0.236 0.569 
Forecasts based on mean of PF and DF 
Table 21: Park and Ride Usage: Future Trends 
A - B - C L? E 
Petrol parking 
2001 
- - cost parking costs 
Base Delavs doubled doubled 
-
N.West 520 660 660 800 1220 
North 120 120 160 160 480 
South 340 440 440 480 940 
East 60 180 100 80 600 
TOTAL 1040 1400 1360 1520 3240 
Forecasts based on mean of PF and DF 
Table 22: Departure Time - Proportion Travelling "As Now" 
2001 DELAYS 
hltern- 
ative 
-
30 mins 60 mins 30 rnins 60 mins 
Base 
- earlier earlier &r - later A Obs 
N.West 0.793 0.692 0.710 0.725 0.754 42 
North 0.803 0.635 0.688 0.659 0.742 65 
South 0.803 0.633 0.661 0.659 0.724 72 
East 0.786 0.589 0.613 0.604 0.692 69 
Forecasts based on mean of PF and DF 
4.4 The Effect of Increased Petrol Costs 
We have also been able to examine the effect of increased petrol costs on travel 
demand. Table 20, column C. shows that if petrol costs doubled we would expect 
bus's market share to increase from 0.184 to 0.270 ie up 47%. By definition this 
means that car's market share would decline from 0.816 to 0.730 ie down 10.5%. 
This implies a petrol price elasticity of around -0.1, which is consistent with existing 
empirical evidence. 
In Table 21, sol- C, the effect of increased petrol costs on park and ride demand 
is estimated. From our four corridors it is estimated that park and ride demand 
would increase from 1040 to 1360 users per day. ie an increase of 31%. Hence. park 
and ride usage is forecast to increase but not at as great a rate as bus travel in 
general. 
It is assumed that increased petrol costs would have little effect on departure time. 
4.5 The Effect of Increased Parking Costs 
The effect of doubling parking charges was also examined. Table 20, column D, shows 
that this was forecast to cause bus's market share to increase to 0.236 (ie up 2B0/0) 
whilst car's share would decrease to 0.764 (ie down 6%). This result seems contrary 
to our evidence from the models developed in section 3 that motorists are more 
sensitive to parking costs than petrol costs. The reason for this is the large number 
of motorists with zero parking costs (678 out of 1084 for all motorists, 400 out of 704 
for motorists who are prepared to consider bus). 
As a result, in column E of Table 20 we estimated the effect of an increase in parking 
charges for all motorists of £2.00 per round trip. This led to dramatic changes. Bus's 
market share was estimated to increase to 0.569 (up 209%) whilst car's market share 
decreases to 0.431 (down 53%). The implied mean increase in car parking costs is 
from 36.4 pence to 136.4 pence (ie up 275%). This implies a parking cost elasticity 
of around -0.19. 
Table 2 1 examines the effect of increasing parking charges for private motorists on the 
demand for park and ride. the costs of which remain unchanged. Column D shows 
that doubling parking charges leads to a 35% increase in park and ride demand, 
whilst column E shows that increasing parking costs by S2 per round trip leads to a 
2 12% increase in park and ride demand. The percentage of park and ride users who 
are commuters is predicted to increase from 38% in the base to 44%. This is 
indicative of the fact that it is commuters who most often have access to free private 
parking. It does appear that park and ride demand is more sensitive to parking 
charge increases than bus travel in general and that, for the service to really take-off, 
draconian increases in central area parking charges may be required. The implication 
of such increases on the overall demand for travel to the central area and resultant 
relocation of economic activity, would. however, require detailed consideration. 
We have not attempted to model the effect of parking charges on departure time. 
although clearly price discrimination on the basis of time will have an effect (ie 
relatively more expensive charges for cars parked during the peak hours). 
4.6 The Effect of Reducing Bus Journey Times 
In Table 23 we go on to examine the effect of increasing bus speeds. In Table 23A we 
apply strategic model 1 to assess the effect of reductions in bus in-vehicle time. A 
10% reduction is estimated as causing bus's market share to increase from 0.184 to 
0.204 (up 11%). whilst a 20% reduction leads to a bus market share of 0.223 (up 
21%). This suggests an absolute bus direct elasticity in excess of unity. Car's cross 
elasticity with respect to bus in-vehicle time is estimated to be around -0.25. This is 
considerably less than the value estimated in Table 14 but it should be noted that 
Table 14 refers to total journey time not just in-vehicle time. 
In Table 24B we go on to examine the effects of introducing a high quality express bus 
service by applying strategic model 3. Analysis of the base results shows a massive 
increase in bus usage due to the introduction of higher quality vehicles, with bus's 
usage increasing h m  a market share of 0.184 to a market share of 0.467, ie up 
154%. Howwer, the express bus service might be considered as a new mode and 
hence, to be consistent with our previous work, we should assume that non 
respondents are non users. 
Overall. there were 1720 usable resDonses from 6016 auestionnaires sent out. If we 
make the somewhat heroic assumpfion that for non respondents bus's market share 
was as  for ordinam bus 10.184). we then estimate that the introduction of exoress bus 
increases bus's n$rket'sha&to 0.265, representing an increase of 44%. -1t seems 
evident that our express bus SP experiment is the one that has been most heavily 
affected by policy response bias. Market research has shown that the policy the 
public prefers for dealing* congestion is an improvement in public transport, wen 
though this would appear to have little effect on motorists' behaviour (Hallett, 1990). 
Table 23: The Effect of Reducing Bus Journey Times 
IA) Ordinarv Bus 
1m 
- - 2 m
reduction reduction 
Base iEEI innrr 
N.West 0.168 0.193 0.208 
North 0.172 0.221 0.242 
South 0.174 0.192 0.212 
East 0.202 0.217 0.238 
TOTAL 0.184 0.204 0.223 
Forecasts based on mean of PF and DF 
lB1 Ex~ress Bus 
10% 
- - 2 m
reduction reduction 
Base 
N.West 0.428 0.465 0.522 
North 0.471 0.535 0.575 
South 0.496 0.536 0.574 
East 0.490 0.521 0.544 
TOTAL 0.467 0.512 0.551 
Forecasts based on mean of PF and DF 
However, comparing the unadjusted market share figures in Table 23B highlights 
some interesting results. A lO0h reduction in bus in-vehicle time leads to a bus 
market share of 0.512 (up almost 10%). whilst a 20% reduction leads to a bus market 
share of 0.551 (up 18%). These results give very similar estimates of bus's direct 
elasticity with respect to in-vehicle time to those of strategic model 1. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
5.1 Background to this Report 
The aim of this study was to assess the long term effect of increasing car use in 
Greater Nottingham given no major changes in the total supply of road space. In 
particular, it was hoped to identi@ the 'trigger point' or 'threshold level' of congestion 
which would act as  a 'catalyst' in persuading motorists to change their behaviour. At 
the same time, a range of policies were to be examined and their ability to cater for 
increasing travel demand assessed. In particular, forecasts of the usage of bus-based 
park and ride at four sites were to be produced. The study ultimately consisted of 
three phases. Phase one involved a literature review and a small number (19) of in- 
depth interviews. Phase two drew on the finding of the in-depth interviews to dwelop 
a series of four Stated Preference (SP) experiments. Phase three drew the previous 
work together to give an  assessment of the future lwel of travel demand in Greater 
Nottingham. 
5.1.2 Previous Work Phase One) 
The in-depth interviews were reported in detail by Hopkinson (1990). It was found 
that the single factor most likely to affect people's travel behaviour was an increase 
in parking charges. Most people felt they would be able to cope with more traffic on 
the roads by adjusting their departure time. Improvements to existing bus services 
in terms of frequency and fares were unlikely to have a major impact on modal shares, 
although reductions in joumey times would make the bus more attractive. Most 
people thought they were unlikely to use a park and ride service because the existing 
sites were too close to the city centre and/or they already had access to a good bus 
system. 
The literature review showed these fmdings were consistent with those found 
elsewhere (Preston, 1990). Motorists responses to increasing congestion are more 
likely to be tactical (eg re-time the journey, choose a different route) than strategic (eg 
change mode). Attitudinal work carried out nationwide suggests that motorists are 
some way from their critical boundary but are, in many instances. close to what has 
been termed their comfortable boundary. 
The literature review found that park and ride plays a relatively minor role in most 
cities but is increasing in importance. Park and ride appears to be most successful 
in historic cities such as Oxford where there are physical constraints on roadspace 
and parking provision in the central area. Elsewhere, bus-based park and ride tends 
to be temporary in nature and related to Christmas shopping. However, there have 
been a number of schemes that have been successfully extended to an all year round 
basis (eg Preston). 
5.2 Study Results 
5.2.1 Extent of Market Research Phase Two) 
As a result of the work carried out in phase one, four SP experiments were designed 
and piloted amongst the in-depth interviewees. These experiments focused on the 
choice between ordinary bus and car, express bus and car, bus based park and ride 
and car and the choice of departure time for car users. Over 6.000 self completion SP 
questionnaires were distributed at  random to individuals in four corridors of the 
Greater Nottingham area. Over 1,700 usable responses were received, representing 
a response rate of around 29%. 
Comparisons with the 1981 Census revealed some differences between the age-sex 
profile of the sample and the population from which the sample was drawn. More 
importantly, very large increases in car ownership (up 73%) and decreases in bus 
usage were detected. In part, this was due to the fact that car mer sh ip  
increased and bus usage &ICJ decreased but also reflected that car owners were over- 
represented in our sample. If the sample was re-weighted to reflect that the response 
rate was higher in wards with high car ownership, this problem was, to some extent, 
alleviated. Howwer, unless more up to date information is available the extent of this 
self selectivity bias can never be properly assessed. 
5.2.2 Develo~ment of SP Models 
Although over 1,700 responses were received only just over 1.000 (62%) had 
completed the SP questions. 
Four SP models were developed examining the choice between car and ordinary bus. 
car and bus based park and ride, car and express bus and between different 
departure thnes for car users. 
The use of piecewise estimation techniques failed to highlight any important non- 
linearities. There was not much evidence of "thresholdsn or "trigger points" existing 
in the SP data. Moreover, a number of problems were identified with the linear 
additive models that were developed, with the exception of the car departure time 
model. 
In part, this may reflect the unfamiliarity for many of the respondents of the choice 
contexts presented to them. This may help explain why the departure time model was 
our "best" and the park and ride model our "worst" model. 
A number of attempts were made to improve our SP models by excludingnon traders, 
dweloping generic variables and segmenting the models by geographical area. None 
of these approaches produced the desired improvements in terms of totally plausible 
parameter values, although exclusion of non traders improved goodness of fit in most 
cases. 
To some extent, relative failure in an exploratory project of this type was inevitable. 
One of the reasons for developing four different SP models was to avoid putting all our 
eggs in one basket. This diversification policy worked in that at least one of the four 
models gave a statistically significant and plausible estimate of the parameter values 
- - 
- 
of the variables of interest. 
By transferring parameter values. a series of strategic models were developed (Table 
15). Expressed in terms of bus fare, they gave the following values of time: 
A value for car in-vehicle time of between 2.4 and 3.7 pence per minute. The 
value of time spent in a car that was being delayed was estimated to be 69% 
greater than for a car that was free moving. 
The value for car walk time was estimated as being between 5.0 and 6.6 pence 
per minute ie broadly double that of car in-vehicle time. 
Our best SP estimate of bus in-vehicle time was 4.4 pence per minute. This 
higher value than car might reflect the greater discomfort of travel by bus. 
Our best estimates of bus walk time were around 4 pence per minute. 
Based on evidence from the TP and 'lT experiments we estimated the value for 
total bus journey time to be 3.5 pence per minute. Assuming a value of 4 
pence per minute for walking and waiting time, this implied a value for bus in- 
vehicle time of 3.1 pence per minute. 
The value for bus frequency was 2.0 pence per minute. Assuming random 
passenger arrivals. average wait time is half the headway and hence this result 
is consistent with a value of wait time of 4.0 pence per minute. 
We thus estimate that the value of bus out-of-vehicle time is only around 29% 
higher than that of bus in-vehicle time. 
For ordinary bus. the constant indicated a preference for car equivalent to 27 
pence. For park and ride, this preference for car was equivalent to S1.05 
pence. By contrast. for express bus there was a preference for bus equivalent 
to 82 pence (although we suspect this is affected by policy response bias). 
In addition, there was evidence on the following: 
The (absolute] parameter value for parking costs was consistently higher than 
that for petrol costs by between 180 and 226Oh. 
There was no consistent relationship between the parametervalues for parking 
cost and bus fare with the fare parameter value being between 470% greater 
and 58% less than that for parking cost. 
The departure time experiment gave the following values (this time expressed 
in terms of parking cost]: 
- car in-vehicle time: 3.8 pence per minute 
- departing early: 1.6 pence per minute 
- departing 30 minutes late: 0.8 pence per minute 
- departing 60 minutes late: 1.7 pence per minute. 
5.3 Results from Forecasts (Phase Three) 
Overall, it was estimated that on an average day (Monday to Saturday) around 67,000 
trips are made into central Nottingham by bus and car from the four corridors 
studied. This represents one trip per roughly seven inhabitants. 
However, our forecasts are largely based on the results of applying the four strategic 
models to those respondents who gave information on travel by both bus and car. 
Our base forecasts showed that strategic model 1 (ordinary bus) was reasonably 
accurate in replicating bus's market share in that the actual value fell between the 
probalistic (PF) and deterministic (DF) forecasts, although use of the mean of the PF 
and DF tended to overestimate bus usage by around 22%. 
In our forecasting approach, we have implicitly adopted an incremental approach in 
that our forecasts of future scenarios examine the incremental change compared to 
our base forecasts. From these forecasts we draw the following conclusions 
concerning five policy scenarios. 
5.3.1 Policv Scenario One: Introduction of Park and Ride 
Assuming non respondents are non users, we estimate that extending park and ride 
provision from two to four sites, charging only for bus fares and increasing bus 
frequency to five minutes might at best lead to park and ride being used by around 
2,800 people (including passengers) per day, of which around 1,600 might be from the 
four corridors we have studied. This compares with the 900 or so people who 
currently use park and ride at two sites. In the four corridors we have studied in 
detail, we estimate that bus-based park and ride might capture around 2% of Mps to 
central Nottingham. Earlier work suggests that rail based park and ride serving the 
proposed LRT system and Robin Hood line might result in an additional 2.000 plus 
park and ride users on an average weekday. As such its role would seem to be fairly 
marginal. 
We are wary of drawing too firm policy implications from our work, given our small 
sample sizes. However, our results would seem to suggest that it is worthwhile 
persevering with park and ride at both the Forest Queen's Drive sites. which we 
estimate would cater for 83% of park and ride demand. We do not believe that there 
is much demand for a park and ride site at Southglade Drive. However, that might 
be because respondents do not know where it is. Our in-depth interviews indicated 
that improved publicity might increase usage of park and ride schemes. It may, 
though, be worth protecting sites in the Daleside Road and Wilkinson Street areas 
(particularly if the latter is aEected by LRT), although there does not seem much scope 
for currently introducing a service. 
Given the relatively low usage of a park and ride service with a five minute frequency. 
we do not see massive scope for major park and ride provision related to either 
existing or proposed rail services, with the exception of LRT. However, it was evident 
that small-scale parking improvements at existing stations, particularly on the Newark 
line, would be appreciated by some of our sample, whilst park and ride provision 
could be important on the Robin Hood line, particularly at Mansfield and Hucknall. 
- .  
5.3.2 Policv Scenario Two: The Effect of Increased Congestion in the Year 2001 
If congestion reduces car speeds on the main arterials in line with the projections 
made by the County Council and that. through the introduction of bus lanes, bus 
priority measures etc, bus speeds could be maintained at current levels. then by the 
year 2001 we estimate that bus usage might double. However, this is against a 
backdrop of rising car usage, due largely to generated trips and, more importantly. 
generated mileage (as motorists make longer Mps). We would expect car usage to 
have increased by around 12Oh. despite the increased use of buses. This is, however. 
solely a first round effect. The car speeds for the year 200 1 are based on an assumed 
increase in car usage of around 44Oh. As a result of the second round effects of 
recongestion, we would expect the equilibrium figure for increased car usage, 
therefore. to be around 25%. 
Our static analysis does though highlight an interesting point in that much of the 
increased demand for travel to central Nottingham is likely to be catered for by public 
transport. This suggests that under saturated road conditions it is the quality (and 
particularly) speed of the public transport network that determines the quality (and 
speed) of private transport and hence the overall level of demand. It has been argued 
that this situation has pertained in central London for a large number of years 
(Mogridge, 1990). Our forecasts do not quite predict London style congestion in 
Nottingham by the year 2001 but do predict a trend towards it even if existing public 
transport is dramatically improved (at least in relative terms). Without investment in 
some major transport improvement. London-style congestion in the early part of the 
next century is likely. 
Our analysis has concentrated mainly on demand but it should be clear that our 
assumption that bus speeds are maintained at their 1990 levels whilst car speeds 
decrease has supply-side implications. If bus and car speeds both decrease at similar 
rates (ie no increase in supply) and extrapolating from our forecasts between 1990 
and 2001, we would predict that car tramc would reach a saturation level (at least in 
the peak periods) somewhere between the years 2003 and 2017 (mid point 2010). If, 
however. a policy of maintaining bus speeds at their current levels was undertaken 
saturation is not forecast to be achieved until somewhere between the years 20 1 1 and 
2037 (mid point 2024). The "catalyst" year in which the demand for car travel 
stabilises thus appears to be someway off. The major new developments proposed in 
the Greater Nottingham area do little to modify this conclusion, bringing the catalyst 
year forward by, at most, four years. 
Despite improvements in public transport, we still predict that car usage would 
increase. This is, in part, because motorists can re-act to congestion by re-timing 
their journey. For example, we estimate that up to 20% of motorists could re-act to 
congestion in the year 200 1 by travelling 30 minutes earlier. 
Increasing road congestion might result in around a 75Oh increase in park and ride 
demand by the year 2001. It is, however, unlikely that this, on its own, would make 
extending park and ride to the two additional sites viable. 
5.3.3 Scenario Three: Increasing P e h l  Costs 
We estimate that doubling petrol costs would lead to around a 50% increase in bus 
usage and around a 10°h decrease in car usage. Such a result is consistent with a 
petrol price elasticity of -0.1. 
Such an increase in petrol costs is estimated to lead to around a 30% increase in park 
and ride usage. This is again probably below the threshold level for the service to 
take-off. 
5.3.4 Scenario Four Increasing Parking Costs 
Doubling car parking costs is predicted as  leading to around a 30% increase in bus 
usage but only a 6Oh reduction in car usage, implying an elasticity of -0.06. This low 
elasticity is due to the fact that over 60% of motorists do not incur any parking 
charges. 
Doubling car parking charges is estimated to have a greater effect on park and ride 
demand, which increases by 35% but this again seems likely to be below the product 
take-off threshold. 
As an alternative, the impact of an across the board increase in parking costs by $22 
(or £1 per single trip) was examined. This might be thought of as  being similar to 
road pricing: in effect motorists are being charged SZ to enter the central area. This 
led to dramatic changes: bus usage was forecast to increase three-fold and car usage 
was predicted to decrease by more than half. The implied parking cost elasticity was 
around -0.2. 
The effect on park and ride was even more dramatic with estimated usage from the 
four corridors at each of the sites as follows: 
(adjusted for 
(unadjusted) car occupancy) 
Forest 
Queen's Drive 
Daleside Road 
Wilkinson Street 
Under this scenario, a park and ride site serving the eastern corridor probably 
becomes feasible and the case for Wilkinson Street becomes border h e .  The four 
sites are, at best, estimated as catering for around 5,000 users per day, or over 7% 
of demand for travel to central Nottingham from the four corridors studied. 
5.3.5 Scenario Five: Reducing Bus In-Vehicle Time 
Using the ordinary bus model, it was estimated that a 10°h reduction in bus in-vehicle 
time would lead to an 1 1°h increase in bus usage and a 2.5Oh decrease in car usage. 
This is equivalent to a bus in-vehicle time elasticity of - 1.0 and a car cross elasticity 
with respect to bus in-vehicle time of 0.25. 
Assuming non respondents are non users. application of the express bus model 
suggested that improved quality of vehicles and marketing could increase bus 
patronage by 44% but we suspect that this value is affected by policy response bias 
or possibly a misperception of bus in-vehicle time. Nonetheless, it does illustrate the 
possible role of quality improvements on the demand for public transport. 
A 10°h reduction in m r e s s  bus in-vehicle is estimated to lead to around a 10% 
increase in bus usage which is again indicative of an elasticity of - 1.0 but, because of 
different market shares. the cross elasticitv of car with res~ect to bus in-vehicle time 
is higher (at around 0.37 if the assumpti& of non respondents being non users is 
applied). 
5.4 Overall Conclusions 
Any conclusions we draw are affected by a number of caveats: including: 
(a) The relatively small size of our sample. 
(b) The relatively low statistical significance and poor goodness of fit of some of our 
models. 
(c) Lack of up to date information on current population levels, car ownership and. 
most importantly, trip patterns. This has made validating our results difficult. 
The main result of these caveats is that very broad confidence intervals ought to be 
attached to the forecasts produced in this report. Unfortunately, given the lack of 
data on current travel behaviour, we have been unable to statistically estimate such 
confidence intervals. However, we take some encouragement from the fact that our 
base park and ride forecasts (derived from, statistically, our "worst" model) were 
broadly consistent with current park and ride demand. Moreover, the level of park 
and ride demand predicted if a 3 3  flat rate parking charge increase was introduced 
was broadly consistent with the level of existing usage prior to Christmas. With the 
exception of the express bus model (where there seemed to be a bias in favour of bus). 
we do not bellwe that our forecasts are seriously biased wen though we suspect that 
car users and car owners are over-represented in our sample. 
Nonetheless. the SP models have provided a number of useful insights of which the 
most important are probably that: 
(a) Car delay time is valued more highly than car free time. 
(b) Car parking costs are valued more highly than petrol costs. 
(c) Departing up to an hour earlier or later is valued, on a per minute basis, at less 
than car in-vehicle time. 
Our forecasts provide a number of interestfng results of which the following might be 
seen as the most important: 
(a) Increasing congestion as a result of increasing (absolute) car use will continue 
to be a feature in Nottingham beyond the year 2001. 
@) Large increases in petrol costs and misting parking charges will have little 
effect on car usage. 
.*. - - 
(c) Car users are very reluctant to give up using their cars. This is related to a 
number of factors including the need of the use of the car for work and other 
purpose, employer financing of motoring and the ability of a substantial 
number of motorists to re-adjust their departure times. The first response of 
motorists to congestion is likely to be re-timing theirjourney. This would help 
explain the phenomenon of peak spreading currently being observed in 
Nottingham. 
(dl If motorist. are to switch to public transmrt. the main carrot would seem to 
be increases in speed and, p&sibly, cornfo'rt/image improvements, rather than 
reductions in  rice. However, the ca~ital cost im~lications of an extensive 
system of bus l&es and priorities needto be considered. Allowing other multi- 
occupancy vehicles to use bus lanes mlgbt be worthy of consideration. 
(e) The -in stick would seem to be an across the board increase in parking 
charges or some form of road pricing. However. the effect of this on overall 
travel to the central area needs to be considered ie weneed to take into account 
trip generation and distribution as well as mode choice. 
(fl The role for park and ride in alleviating congestion is relatively marginal but 
could cater for up to 7% of travel into Nottingham. It is worth pursuing 
provided it is part of an overall traffic management package. In particular, 
strict central area parking controls are required althou&, given the importance 
of private parking spaces, it may be dimcult to produce an effective policy. 
(g) We have failed to detect any signifcant "thresholds" or "trigger points" which 
may act as catalysts affecting mode choice. There is though some evidence of 
a cumulative effect in that large changes in key policy variables have. up to a 
certain level, greater proportionate influence than smaller changes. For 
example. we believe that, given existing capacity. car traffic might reach 
saturation levels in Nottingham early in the next century. 
Given the above, we believe a basket of policies ought to be adopted. In terms of 
improving public transport, the priority appears to be increasing speed and overall 
image. Clearly, this may be achieved by an L W  system but a network of express 
urban services with dedicated rights of way and priority at  signals should also be 
investigated. Modest provision ofpark and kde facilities-may piay an important role 
at the margins, particularly if it is accompanied by other favourable policies. We 
estimate that it All be around twenty yea$ or so before congetion has a major effect 
on re~tminhg car user. A more effective policy would be to increase parking charges 
and/or reduce parking supply. ~owe&r, we estimate that only Gounda half of 
central area parking is under public control. The treatment of private non-residential 
(PNR) parking is likely to be problematic. Even if PNR parking could be brought under 
public control, a tough parking policy would have to be implemented throughout the 
region and/or accompanied by strict planning controls, otherwise major local changes 
in land-use might be expected. 
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&GE OF TRAVEL MODE PROJECT: GREATER NOTTINGHAM AREA I USE ONLY 
The Institute for Transport Studies at the University of Leeds, 
on behalf of Nottinghamshire County Council, is investigating the 
factors that influence travel in the Greater Nottingham area. 
We would therefore be grateful if you or a member of your 
household could complete the attached questionnaire and return it 
in the FREEPOST envelope provided AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. No stamp 
is required. All information provided will be treated as STRICTLY 
CONFIDENTIAL and will not be used for any other purpose. The 
success of this study is dependent on a good response from the 
.public. PLEASE HELP! 
................................................................ 
WORK TRIPS 
1. Do you work or study in central Nottingham? Yes [ ] No [ ] I 
2. How many days a week do you normally go to work/ 
school/college? . . . . . days1 
3. At what time do you normally start? ...... and finish? ...... I 
4. Do you have to be at work/school/college for a certain time? 
Yes [ I No [ I I 
5. How do you normally travel to work/school/college? 
Car Driver [ ]  Car Passenger [ ] Bus [ 1 other [ 1 
................................................................. 
NON WORK TRIPS I 
8. How many cars and vans are available for use 
household? .... - 
by yOuZI 
6. How often do you travel to central Nottingham for shopping and 
leisure trips? 
Never Less than Once a Once a Once a More than 
once a month month fortnight week once a week 
[ 1 [ 1 r 1  [ I  [ I  ' [ I 
7. How do you normally travel to central Nottingham for shopping 
and leisure trips? 
Car Driver [ ] Car Passenger [ ]  Bus [ 1 other [ 1 
9. How many of these are company cars? .... 
FOR OFFI( 
USE ONLY 
WE WOULD NOW LIKE TO ASK YOU SOICE QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR MOST. 
RECENT JOURNEY TO CENTRAL NOTTINGHAM. IF YOU DO NOT TRAVEL TO 
NOTTINGm PLEASE GO TO-QUESTION 38. 
. 
10. What was the purpose of this journey? 
Work/Education [ 1 Shopping/Leisure [ ] 
11. Was a car available to you for this journey? 
Yes [ I NO [ I 
12. How long did it take you to get from your home to your final 
destination? ..... minutes, including time spent walking and 
waiting. 
13. How much of this time was spent travelling in a car or bus at 
less than normal speeds (e.g. in slow moving traffic, stopped 
at traffic lights or bus stops etc.)? ..... minutes 
................................................................. 
QUESTIONS 14 to 19 ARE FOR BUS USERS. IF YOU DID NOT USE BUS FOR 
YOUR MOST RECENT TRIP TO NOTTINGHAM PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 23 
14. How much of the time involved waiting for the bus? ..... mins 
15. How much of the time involved walking to and from bus stops? 
..... mins 
16. How much did this journey cost you? ..... pence 
17. What type of ticket did you use? 
Adult single [ ] Child single [ 1 OAP single [ 1 
Adult return [ ] Child return [ 1 OAP return [ 1 
Travelcard [ ] Other (please specify) ..................... 
18. How frequent are the buses to ~ottin~ham at the time of day 
that you travel? Every ..... mins 
................................................................. 
QUESTIONS 20 TO 22 REFER TO BUS USERS WHO COULD POSSIBLY TRAVEL 
BY CAR (EITHER AS THE DRIVER OR A PASSENGER). IF THIS DOES NOT 
APPLY TO YOU PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 37. 
m 
19. If buses had not been available to make your trip what would 
you have done? 
Travelled as car driver [ ] as car passenger [ ] by train [ ] 
by other means [ ] not travelled [ ] 
20. How much time would be spent travelling in the car? .... mins 
21. How much time would involve walking, for example from where 
you parked your car to your final destination? ..... mins 
22. How much would the journey cost you? (Give the total cost 
after deducting any contributions made to you by passengers 
or your employer). 
Parking charges ....... pence 
Petrol costs (one way journey). ....... pence - 
If your employer would contribute to the costs of this 
journey, please state the amount ...... pence 
................................................................. 
QUESTIONS 23 to 27 REFER TO TRAVEL BY CAR. IF YOU DID NOT USE CAR 
FOR -YOUR MOST RECENT TRIP TO NOTTINGIUiM PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 3 7  
,. 
23 .  How much of the time involved walking, for example from where 
you parked your car to your final destination? ..... mins 
24 .  How many other people travelled with ybu? ..... people 
25 .  How much did this journey cost you? (Give the total cost 
after deducting any contributions made to you by passengers 
or your employer) 
Parking charges ....... pence 
Petrol costs (one way journey) ..... pence 
If your employer contributes to the cost of the journey, 
please state the amount: ....... pence 
2 6 .  Was it essential to use the car for this journey? 
[ ] YES, needed the car for work. 
[ 3 YES, needed the car for other reasons (please specify ......) 
C I NO. 
2 7 .  If a car was not available to make your trip what would you 
have done? 
Travelled by bus [ 1 by train [ 1 by other means [ ] .. 
not travelled [ 1 
................................................................. 
QUESTIONS 28 to 36 REFER TO CAR USERS WHO COULD POSSIBLY TRAVEL 
BY BUS. IF THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO YOU PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 3 4  
2 8 .  How long would it take you to get to the bus stop? ..... mins 
29. During the main part of the day how frequent are buses to 
Nottingham? Every ...... mins 
30. How long would you expect to wait until the bus arrived? 
...... mins 
31. How long would you expect to spend travelling on the bus? 
...... mins 
32. How long would it take you to get from the bus stop in 
...... central Nottingham to your final destination? mins 
33. What increase in your.car journey time would be just enough 
...... to make you travel by bus instead? mins 
34.  What increase in your car journey costs would be just enough 
...... to make you travel by bus instead? pence 
35. What decrease in bus journey time would be just enough to 
..... make you travel by bus instead? mins 
36 .  What decrease in the bus fare.would be just enough to make- 
this travel by bus instead? ...... pence 
FOR OFF1 
USE ONLY 
37. IF YOU ARE A CAR USER WHO COULD POSSIBLY TRAVEL BY BUS OR A 
' BUS USER WHO COULD WSSIBLY TRAVEL.'BY CAR (EITHER AS A DRIVER OR 
A PASSENGER) PLEASE CONTINUE. IF NOT GO TO QUESTION 38.  
We would now like you to reconsider your most recent journey to 
Nottingham and state whether you would travel by car or bus in 
each of the following eight situations. 
You should assume that you are making the journey for the same 
purpose as the last journey you made and that everything else 
besides the features presented below would be the same as for the 
last journey you made. THE INFOFWATION GIVEN BELOW IS IMAGINARY: 
IT DOES NOT MATTER IF IT IS VERY DIFFERENT FROM THAT WHICH YOU 
NORMALLY FACE. 
THE THINGS YOU NEED TO CONSIDER ARE: 
IN-VEHICLE TIME. This is the time, in minutes, spent travelling 
from home to central Nottingham in a car or bus. This time 
includes : 
DELAY TIME. This is the time spent in a car or bus during 
which you are travelling at very slow speeds or are stopped 
in a queue of traffic. This will be due to traffic 
congestion. For buses, it also includes the amount of time 
the bus spends at bus stops. Bus can have, in some 
situations, less delay time than car due to bus lanes. 
WALK TIME. This is the amount of time spent walking to and from 
the bus or car. Assume that you spend the same amount of time 
walking to and from your car as you do now. 
COST. This is how much you pay for a single journey. Car costs 
include those petrol costs and car parking charges that are paid 
by you (i-e. after contributions made to you by passengers or 
your employer). You should assume that these costs remain as they 
are now. Bus cost is the fare paid for a single journey. 
YOU SHOULD ASSUME THAT THE FREQUENCY OF THE BUS SERVICE IS EVERY 
10 MINUTES. 
FOR OFF11 
USE ONLY 
.................................................................. 
. IN-VEHICLE DELAY WALK COST 
TIME of TIME TIME (pence) 
(mins) which (mins) (mins) 
A. CAR 2 0 
BUS 20 
As Now 
5 
As Now 
60 
In these circumstances I would travel by CAR [ ] BUS [ ] I 
B. CAR 20 
BUS 2 0 
As Now 
15 
In these circumstances I would travel by CAR [ ] BUS [ ] 
As Now 
4 0 
C. CAR 17 2 As Now As Now 
BUS 30 5 15 4 0 
In these circumstances I would travel by CAR [ ] BUS [ ] 
D. CAR 17 2 As Now As Now 
BUS 15 5 5 25 
In these circumstances I would travel by CAR [ ] BUS [ ] . 
E. CAR 25 
BUS 20 
As Now 
15 
In these circumstances I would travel by CAR [ ] BUS [ ] 
As Now 
25 
F. CAR 2 5 
BUS 20 
As Now 
5 
As Now 1 
4 0 I I 
In these circumstances I would travel by CAR [ ] BUS [ ] 
G. CAR 30 15 As Now As Now 
BUS 15 5 5 4 0 
I 
In these circumstances I would travel by CAR [ ] BUS [ ] I 
H. CAR 30 
BUS 30 
I 
As Now As Now ' 
15 6 0 
In these circumstances I would travel by CAR [ ] BUS [ ] 
' m 8 4  
m e 8  
WE WOULD BE GRATEFUL IF YOU COULD PR~VIDE US WITH SOME DETAIL! 
ABOUT YOURSELF AND YOUR HOUSEHOLD. THIS INFORWATION WILL BE USEI 
TO ENSURE THAT OUR SURVEY IS REPRESENTATIVE. IT WILL NOT BE USEI 
FOR ANY iXTlER PURPOSE. 
38. What age group are you in? 
Under 18 [ ] 25-34 [ ] 55-64 [ ] 
18-24 [ 1 35-44 [ ] 65+ [ 1 
39. Are you: Male [ ] Female? [ ] 
40. Which of the following income groups (before tax) applies tc 
your household? 
£5,000 or less per annum/f100 or less per week [ ] 
f5,001-10,000 per annum/f101-200 per week 
f10,OOl-15,000 per annum/f201-300 per week 
1 1  
f15,OOl-20,000 per annum/f301-400 per week 
C I 
[ I 
Over f20,000 per annum/Over f400 per week [ 1 
41. How many people live in your household? ..... 
42. If you have any comments about this questionnaire or about 
travel in Nottingham in general, please give them in the 
space below. 
If you have any further comments about this survey you can 
contact Dr John Preston on Leeds (0532) 335345. 
THANK-YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR HELP 
Please fold the questionnaire a5d return it in the FREEPOST 
envelope provided. 
FOR OFFIc 
USE ONLY 
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The. ~nstitute for Transport Studies at the University of Leeds, 
on behalf of Nottinghamshire County Council, is investigating the 
factors that influence travel in the Greater Nottingham area. 
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-GE OF TRAVEL MODE PROJECT: GREATER NOTTINGHAM AREA 
We would therefore be grateful if you or a member of your 
household could complete the attached questionnaire and return it 
in the FREEPOST envelope provided AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. No stamp 
is required. All information provided will be treated as STRICTLY 
CONFIDENTIAL and will not be used for any other purpose. The 
success of this study is dependent on a good response from the 
public. PLEASE HELP! 
FOR OFFICE 
USE ONLY 
................................................................ 
WORK TRIPS 
1. Do you work or study in central Nottingham? Yes [ ] No [ ] I 0 1  
2. How many days a week do you normally go to work/ 
school/college? . . .. . days 
3. At what time do you normally start? ...... and finish? ...... I 
4. Do you have to be at work/school/college for a certain time? 
Yes I NO [ I 
5. How do you normally travel to work/school/college? 
Car Driver [ ] Car Passenger [ ] Bus [ 1 other [ 1 
................................................................. 
NON WORK TRIPS 
6. How often do you travel to central Nottingham for shopping and 
leisure trips? 
Never Less than Once a Once a Once a More than 
once a month month fortnight week once a week 
[ I [ 1 C 1 [ I C 1  ' C I 
8 .  How many cars and vans are available for use by your 
household? .... .- - 
9. How many of these are company cars? .... 
7 .  How do you normally travel to central Nottingham for shopping 
and leisure trips? 
Car Driver [ ] car Passenger [ 1 Bus [ 1 other [ 1 
,WE WOULD NOW LIKE TO ASK YOU SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR MOST 
RECENT JOURNEY TO CENTRAL NOTTINGHAM. IF YOU DO NOT TRAVEL FO 
NOTTINGHAM PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 40.  
10. What was the purpose of this journey?" 
Work/Education [ 1 Shopping/Leisure [ ] 
11. Was a car available to you for this journey? 
yes [ I No [ 1 
12. How long did it take you to get from your home to your final 
destination? ..... minutes, including time spent walking and 
waiting. 
13. How much of this time was spent travelling in a car or bus at 
less than normal speeds (e.g. in slow moving traffic, stopped 
at traffic lights or bus stops etc.)? ..... minutes 
................................................................. 
QUESTIONS 14 to 19 ARE FOR BUS USERS. IF YOU DID NOT USE BUS FOR 
YOUR MOST RECENT TRIP TO NOTTINGHAM PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 23 
14. How much of the time involved waiting for the bus? ..... mins 
15. How much of the time involved walking to and from bus stops? 
..... mins 
16. How much did this journey cost you? ..... pence 
17. What type of ticket did you use? 
Adult single [ ] child single [ 1 OAP single [ 1 
Adult return [ 1 Child return [ 1 OAP return [ I  
..................... Travelcard [ ] Other (please specify) 
18.How frequent are the buses to Nottingham at the time of day 
that you travel? Every ..... mins 
19. If buses had not been available to make your trip what would 
you have done? 
Travelled as car driver [ ] as car passenger [ ] by train [ ] 
by other means [ ] not travelled [ ] 
................................................................. 
QUESTIONS 20 TO 22 REFER TO BUS USERS WHO COULD POSSIBLY TRAVEL 
BY CAR (EITHER AS THE DRIVER OR A PASSENGER). IF THIS DOES NOT 
APPLY TO YOU PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 37. 
20. How much time would be spent travelling in the car? .... mins 
21. How much time would involve walking, for example from where 
you parked your car to your final destination? ..... mins 
22. How much would the journey cost you? (Give the total cost 
after deducting any contributions made to you by passengers 
or your employer). 
Parking charges ....... pence 
Petrol costs (one way journey) ....... pence 
If your employer would con%.ribute to the--costs of this- 
journey, please state the amount ...... pence 
FOR OFFIC 
USE ONLY 
0 1 ,  
FOR OFFIC 
USE ONLY 
................................................................. 
QUESTIONS 23 to 27 REFER TO TRAVEL BY CAR. IF YOU DID NOT USE CAR 
FOR YOUR MOST RECENT TRIP TO NOTTINGHAH PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 37 
23. How much of the time involved walking, for example from where 
you parked your car to your final destination? ..... mins 
24. How many other people travelled with you? ..... people 
25. How much did this journey cost you? (Give the total cost 
after deducting any contributions made to you by passengers 
or your employer) 
Parking charges ....... pence 
Petrol costs (one way journey) ..... pence 
If your employer contributes to the cost of the journey, 
please state the amount: ....... pence 
26. Was it essential to use the car for this journey? 
[ ] YES, needed the car for work. 
[ ] YES, needed the car for other reasons (please specify ..... . )  
[ I NO. 
27. If a car was not available to make your trip what would you 
have done? 
Travelled by bus [ ] by train [ ] by other means [ ] . 
not travelled [ 1 
QUESTIONS 28 to 36 REFER TO CAR USERS WHO COULD POSSIBLY TRAVEL 
BY BUS. IF THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO YOU PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 34 
28. How long would it take you to get to the bus stop? ...... mins 
29. During the main part of the day how frequent are buses to 
Nottingham? Every ...... mins 
30. How long would you expect to wait until the bus arrived? 
...... mins 
31. How long would you expect to spend travelling on the bus? 
...... mins 
32. How long would it take you to get from the bus stop in 
central Nottingham to your final destination? ...... mins 
33. What increase in your car journey time would be just enough 
to make you travel by bus instead? ...... mins 
34. What increase in your car journey costs would be just enough 
...... to make you travel by bus instead? pence 
35. What decrease in bus journey time would be just enough to 
make you travel by bus instead? ..... mins 
36. What decrease in the bus fare would be just enough to make- 
.< this travel by bus instead? ...... pence 
37. IF YOU ARE A CAR USER WHO COULD POSSIBLY TRAVEL BY BUS.OR A 
BUS USER WHO COULD POSSIBLY TRAVEL AS A CAR DRIVER- PLEASE 
CONTINUE. IF NOT GO TO QUESTION 40 
We would now like you to reconsider your most recent journey to 
Nottingham and state whether you would travel by car or by park 
and ride in each of the following eight situations. By park and 
ride, we mean that you would drive to a site close to the route 
you currently use to travel to Nottingham and park your car 
there. You would then ride into Nottingham on a specially 
provided bus service. The car park provided would be of high 
quality and emphasis would be placed on providing security both 
for yourself and your vehicle. There would always be a bus 
waiting in the park and ride site for you to board and these 
buses would depart every five minutes. 
You should assume that you are making the journey for the same 
purpose as the last journey you made and that everything else 
besides the features presented below would be the same as for the 
last journey you made. THE INFORMATION GIVEN BELOW IS IMAGINARY: 
IT DOES NOT MATTER IF IT IS VERY DIFFERENT FROM THAT WHICH YOU 
NORMALLY FACE. 
THE THINGS YOU NEED TO CONSIDER ARE: 
FOR CAR 
PETROL COST. This is the amount of money you would spend on 
petrol for a one-way journey (i.e. after contributions made to 
you by passengers or your employer). 
PARKING COST. This is the amount of money you would spend for 
parking your car for the duration of your visit to Nottingham 
(i-e. after contributions made to you by passengers or your 
employer). 
WALK TIME. This is the amount of time spent walking from where 
you parked your car to your final destination. 
IN-VEHICLE TIME. This is the amount of time that you spend 
travelling in your car. You should assume that this remains as it 
is now. 
FOR PARK AND RIDE 
COST. This is the amount of money spent on petrol driving to the 
park and ride site Dlus the bus fare from the park and ride site 
to central Nottingham. 
WALK TIME. This is the amount of time spent from the stop where 
you get off the bus to your final destination. 
IN-VEHICLE TIME. This is split into two parts: 
CAR ACCESS TIME. This is the amount of time that you spend in 
your car driving from your home to the park and ride site. 
You should assume that this always takes 12 minutes. 
BUS TIME. This is the amount of time that you spend 
travelling on the bus--from the park and ride site to 'central 
Nottingham. 
.................................................................. 
- .  
IN-VEHICLE BUS WALK COST 
TIME of TIME TIME (Pence) 
(mins) which (mins) (mins) 
.................................................................. 
A. PARK ANDRIDE 17 
CAR As Now 
5 2 10 
- 2 PARKING 0 PETROL 2 
In these circumstances I would travel by PARK AND RIDE [ ] CAR [ ] 
B. PARK AND RIDE 17 5 5 30 
CAR As Now - 5 PARKING 0 PETROL 6 
In these circumstances I would travel by PARK AND RIDE [ ] CAR [ ] 
C. PARK AND RIDE 22 10 5 30 
CAR As Now - 2 PARKING 40 PETROL 2 
In these circumstances I would travel by PARK AND RIDE [ ] CAR [ ] 
D. PARK AND RIDE 22 10 2 10 
CAR As Now - 5 PARKING 40 PETROL 6 
In these circumstances I would travel by PARK AND RIDE [ ] CAR [ ] 
E. PARK AND RIDE 22 10 2 45 
CAR As Now - 2 PARKING 100 PETROL 6 
In these circumstances I would travel by PARK AND RIDE [ ] CAR [ ] 
F. PARK AND RIDE 22 10 5 45 
CAR AS NOW - 5 PARKING 100 PETROL 2 
In these circumstances I would travel by PARK AND RIDE [ ] CAR [ 1 
G. PARK AND RIDE 17 
CAR As Now 
5 5 30 
- 2 PARKING 150 PETROL 6 
In these circumstances I would travel by PARK AND RIDE [ ] CAR [ ] 
H. PARK AND RIDE 17 5 2 45 
CAR As Now - 5 PARKING 150 PETROL 2 
In these circumstances I would travel by PARK AND RIDE [ ] CAR [ ] 
FOR OFFI' 
USE ONLY 
38. Would you consider using any of these park and ride sites and 
if so how long would it take to drive from your home to the- 
site? 
.. 
The Forest [ 1 NO [ ] YES, it would take ... mins 
Queens Drive, Wilf ord [ ] NO [ ] YES, it would take ... mins 
Daleside Road, Colwick [ 1 NO [ ] YES, it would take ... mins 
Southglade Drive, Bulwell [ ] NO [ ] YES, it would take ... mins 
Wilkinson Street, Basford [ ] NO [ ] YES, it would take ... mins 
39. Are there any other locations that you think would make a 
good park and ride site? 
[ ] NO [ ] YES, please give details ......................... 
................................................................. 
WE WOULD BE GRATEFUL IF YOU COULD PROVIDE US WITH SOME DETAILS 
ABOUT YOURSELF AND YOUR HOUSEHOLD. THIS INFORMATION WILL BE USED 
TO ENSURE THAT OUR SURVEY IS REPRESENTATIVE. IT WILL NOT BE USED 
FOR ANY OTHER PURPOSE. 
40. What age group are you in? 
Under 18 [ 1 25-34 [ ] 55-64 [ ] 
18-24 [ 1 35-44 [ ] 65+ [ 1 
41. -Are you: Male [ 1 Female? [ ] 
42. Which of the following income groups (before tax) applies to 
your household? 
£5,000 or less per annum/£100 or less per week [ ] 
f5,001-10,000 per annum/f101-200 per week 
f10,OOl-15,000 per annum/f201-300 per week.. 
[ I 
[ 1 
£15,001-20,000 per annum/f301-400 per week 
Over £20,000 per annum/Over £400 per week [ 1 C I 
43. How many people live in your household? ..... 
44. If you have any comments about this questionnaire or about 
travel in Nottingham in general, please give them in the 
space below. 
If you have any further comments about this survey you can 
contact Dr John Preston on Leeds (0532) 335345. 
THANK-YOU VERY mCH FOR ,YOUR HELP 
Please fold the questionnaire and return it in the TREEPOST - 
envelope provided. 
FOR OFFIC 
USE ONLY 
Nottinghamshire . -., f? : )  .. % 
County Council Institute for Transport studies 
................................................................ I FOR OFFICL CHANGE OF TRAVEL MODE PROJECT: GREATER NOTTINGKAM AREA USE ONLY 
The ~nstitute for Transport Studies at the University of Leeds, 
on behalf of Nottinghamshire County Council, is investigating the 
factors that influence travel in the Greater Nottingham area. 
We would therefore be grateful if you or a member of your 
household could complete the attached questionnaire and return it 
in the FREEPOST envelope provided AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. No stamp 
is required. All information provided will be treated as STRICTLY 
CONFIDENTIAL and will not be used for anv other ourDose. The 
success of this study is dependent on a good 
public. PLEASE HELP! 
................................................................ 
WORK TRIPS 
1. Do you work or study in central Nottingham? Yes [ ] No [ ] 1 0 1  
4. Do you have to be at work/school/college for a certain time? Ll-u.-l 
Yes r 1  No r 1  I n 
2. How many days a week do you normally go to work/ 
school/college? ..... days 
3. At what time do you normally start? ...... and finish? ...... 
0 
ui!Ii 
5. How do you normally travel to work/school/college? 
Car Driver [ ] Car Passenger [ 1 Bus C 1 other C I 
................................................................. 
NON WORK TRIPS 
6. How often do you travel to central Nottingham for shopping and 
leisure trips? 
U 
Never Less than Once a Once a Once a More than 
once a month month fortnight week once a week 
[ I [ I  [ I  [ I  [ I  C 1 
7. How do you normally travel to central ~ottingham for shopping 
and leisure trips? 
Car Driver [ ] Car Passenger [ ] Bus [ 1 other [ 1 
8. How many cars and vans are available for use by your 
household? .... 
9. How many of these are company-xars? .... - 
0 1 ,  
WE WOULD NOW LIKE TO ASK YOU SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR 130ST' 
RECENT JOURNEY TO CENTRAL NOTTINGHAM. IF YOU W NOT TRAVEL TO 
NOTTINGHkM PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 38. 
.. 
lo. What was the purposeof this journey? 
Work/Education C 1 Shopping/Leisure [ ] 
11. Was a car available to you for this journey? 
Yes [ I No [ I 
12. How long did it take you to get from your home to your final 
destination? ..... minutes, including time spent walking and 
waiting. 
13. How much of this time was spent travelling in a car or bus at 
less than normal speeds (e.g. in slow moving traffic, stopped 
at traffic lights or bus stops etc.)? ..... minutes 
................................................................. 
QUESTIONS 14 to 19 ARE FOR BUS USERS. IF YOU DID NOT USE BUS FOR 
YOUR MOST RECENT TRIP TO NOTTINGHAM PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 23 
14. How much of the time involved waiting for the bus? ..... mins 
15. How much of the time involved walking to and from bus stops? 
..... mins 
..... 16. How much did this journey cost you? pence 
17. What type of ticket did you use? 
Adult single [ ] Child single [ 1 OAP single [ 1 
Adult return [ ] Child return [ 1 OAP return [ 1 
Travelcard [ ] Other (please specify) ..................... 
18. How frequent are the buses to ~ottin~ham at the time of day 
that you travel? Every ..... mins 
19. If buses had not been available to make your trip what would 
you have done? 
Travelled as car driver [ 1 as car passenger [ ] by train [ ] 
by other means [ ] not travelled [ ] 
................................................................. 
QUESTIONS 20 TO 22 REFER TO BUS USERS WHO COULD POSSIBLY TRAVEL 
BY CAR (EITHER AS THE DRIVER OR A PASSENGER). IF THIS DOES NOT 
APPLY TO YOU PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 37. 
.... 20. How much time would be spent travelling in the car? mins 
21. How much time would involve walking, for example from where 
you parked your car to your final destination? ..... mins 
22. How much would the journey cost you? (Give the total cost 
after deducting any contributions made to you by passengers 
or your employer). 
Parking charges ....... pence 
Petrol costs (one way journey) ....... pence 
If your employer would contribute to the costs of this 
journey, please state the amount ...... pence 
FOR OFFIC? 
USE ONLY 
FOR OFFIC 
USE ONLY 
................................................................. 
QUESTIONS 23 to 27 REFER TO TRAVEL BY CAR. IF YOU DID NOT USE WR 
FOR YOUR MOST RECENT TRIP TO NOTTINGHAM PLeASE GO TO QUESTION 37 
23. How much of the time involved walking, for example from where 
you parked your car to your final destination? ..... mins 
24. How many other people travelled with ybu? ..... people 
25. How much did this journey cost you? (Give the total cost 
after deducting any contributions made to you by passengers 
or your employer) 
Parking charges ....... pence 
Petrol costs (one way journey) ..... pence 
If your employer contributes to the cost of the journey, 
please state the amount: ....... pence 
26. Was it essential to use the car for this journey? 
[ ] Y E S ,  needed the car for work. 
[ ] Y E S ,  needed the car for other reasons (please specify ......) 
[ I NO- 
27. If a car was not available to make your trip what would you 
have done? 
Travelled by bus [ ] by train [ ] by other means [ ] 
not travelled [ 1 
................................................................. 
QUESTIONS 28 to 36 REFER TO CAR USERS WHO COULD POSSIBLY TRAVEL 
BY BUS. IF THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO YOU PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 34 
28. How long would it take you to get to the bus stop? ..... mins 
29. During the main part of the day how frequent are buses to 
...... Nottingham? Every mins 
30. How long would you expect to wait until the bus arrived? 
...... mins 
31. How long would you expect to spend travelling on the bus? 
...... mins 
32. How long would it take you to get from the bus stop in 
central Nottingham to your final destination? ...... mins 
33. What increase in your car journey time would be just enough 
to make you travel by bus instead? ...... mins 
34. What increase in your car journey costs would be just enough 
to make you travel by bus instead? ...... pence 
35. What decrease in bus journey time would be just enough to 
make you travel by bus instead? ..... mins 
36. What decrease in the bus fare would be just enough to make 
this travel by bus instead? ...... pence 
- 
- 
37. IF YOU ARE A CAR USER WHO COULD WSSIBLY TRAVEL BY IIUS OR A 
BUS U S W  WHO COULD POSSIBLY TRAVEL BY CAR (EITI1ER AS A DRIVER OR 
A PASSENGER) PLEASE CONTINUE. IF NOT PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 38. 
We would now like you to reconsider your most recent journey to 
Nottingham and state whether you would travel by car or a new 
express bus service in each of the following eight situations. 
The express bus Service would make use of modern, luxury coaches 
and would operate as a limited stop service. In order to be 
competitive with the car, the express bus service would make use 
of bus lanes and would be given priority at traffic signals. 
You should assume that you are making the journey for the same 
purpose as the last journey you made and that everything else 
besides the features presented below would be the same as for the 
last journey you made. THE INFORMATION GIVEN BELOW IS IMAGINARY: 
IT DOES NOT KATTER IF IT IS VERY DIFFERENT FROM THAT WHICH YOU 
NORMALLY FACE. 
THE THINGS YOU NEED TO CONSIDER ARE: 
IN-VEHICLE TIME. This is the time, in minutes, spent travelling 
from home to central Nottingham in a car or bus. 
WALK TIME. This is the amount of time spent walking to and from 
the bus or car. For car assume you spend the same amount of time 
walking as you do now. 
COST. This is how much you pay for a single journey. Bus cost is 
the fare paid for a single journey. Car costs include those 
petrol costs and car parking charges that are paid by you (i.e. 
after contributions made to you by passengers or your employer). 
You should assume that these costs remain as they are now. 
FREQUENCY. This is the time between buses departing for 
Nottingham. 
FOR OFPI 
i;SE ONLl 
................................................................. 
IN-VEHICLE COST WALK FREQUENCY - 
TIME (pence) TIME 
(mins) (mins) 
................................................................. 
A. CAR 15 AS NOW As Now - 
BUS 10 30 5 Every 5 mins 
In these circumstances I would travel by CAR [ ] BUS [ ] 
B. CAR 15 
BUS 15 
As Now As Now - 
50 5 Every 20 mins 
In these circumstances I would travel by CAR [ 1 BUS [ ] 
C. CAR 2 0 
BUS 10 
As Now As Now - 
50 15 Every 10 mins 
In these circumstances I would travel by CAR [ ] BUS [ ] 
D. CAR 2 0 As Now As Now - 
BUS 15 30 15 Every 10 mins 
In these circumstances I would travel by CAR [ ] BUS f, ] 
E. CAR 30 
BUS 10 
As Now As Now - 
65 15 Every 20 mins 
In these circumstances I would travel by CAR [ ] BUS [ 1 
F. CAR 3 0 
BUS 15 
AS NOW AS NOW - 
50 15 Every 5 mins 
In these circumstances I would travel by CAR [ ] BUS [ ] 
G. CAR 2 0 
BUS 10 
AS NOW As Now - 
5 0 5 Every 10 mins 
In these circumstances I would travel by CAR [ ] BUS [ 1 
H. CAR 2 0 
BUS 15 
As Now AS NOW - 
65 5 Every 10 mins 
In these circumstances I would travel by CAR [ ] BUS [ ] 
WE WOULD BE GRATEFUL IF YOU COULD PROVIDE US WITH SOME DETAILS 
ABOUT YOURSELF AND YOUR HOUSEHOLD. THIS INFORMATION WILL BE USED 
TO ENSURE THAT OUR SURVEY IS REPRESENTATIVE. IT WIm NOT BE USED 
FOR ANY OTHER PURPOSE. 
38. What age group are you in? 
Under 18 [ ]  25-34 [  ] 55-64 [ ]  
18-24 [ 1 35-44 [ ] 65+ [  1
39. Are you: Male [ ] Female? [ ] 
40. Which of the following income groups (before tax) applies to 
your household? 
f5,000 or less per annum/f100 or less per week [ 1 
f5,001-10,000 per annum/f101-200 per week 
f10,OOl-15,000 per annum/f201-300 per week 
I I 
f15,OOl-20,000 per annum/f301-400 per week 
[ I 
C I 
Over f20,000 per annum/Over f400 per week [ I  
41. How many people live in your household? ..... 
42. If you have any comments about this questionnaire or about 
travel in Nottingham in general, please give them in the 
space below. 
If you have any further comments about this survey you can 
contact Dr John Preston on Leeds (0532) 335345. 
THANK-YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR HELP 
Please fold the questionnaire and return it in the FREEPOST -
envelope provided. 
FOR O F F I C :  
USE ONLY 
598i; Nottinghamshire 
County Council Institute for Transport Studies 
................................................................ 1 FOR OFFIC: 
CHANGE OF TRAVEL MODE PROJECT: GREATER NOTTINGHAM AREA I OSE ONLY 
The ~nstitute for Transport Studies at the University of Leeds, 
on behalf of ~ottinghamshire County Council, is investigating the 
factors that influence travel in the Greater Nottingham area. 
We would therefore be grateful if you or a member of your 
household could complete the attached questionnaire and return it 
in the FREEPOST envelope provided AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. No stamp 
is required. All information provided will be treated as STRICTLY 
CONFIDENTIAL and will not be used for any other purpose. The 
success of this study is dependent on a good response from the 
public. PLEASE HELP! 
................................................................ 
WORK TRIPS 
1. Do you work or study in central Nottingham? Yes [ ] No [ ] I 01 
2. How many days a week do you normally go to work/ 
school/college? . . . . . days 
3. At what time do you normally start? ...... and finish? . . . . . .  
................................................................. 
NON WORK TRIPS 
I2 
rn 
w 
4. Do you have to be at work/school/college for a certain time? 
Yes [ 1  NO I I  
5. How do you normally travel to work/school/college? 
Car Driver [ ] Car Passenger [ ] Bus [ 1 other [ 1 
6. How often do you travel to central Nottingham for shopping and 
leisure trips? 
L L l L  
0 
I 
7. How do you normally travel to central Nottingham for shoppicq 
and leisure trips? 
Car Driver [ ] Car Passenger [ ] Bus I: I  other [ I 
Never Less than Once a Once a Once a More than 
once a month month fortnight week once a week 
I 1  [ I  [ 1  [ I  C 1  [ 1 
................................................................. 
8. How many cars and vans are available for use by your 
household? .... 
17 
- 
9. How many of these are company-cars? .... 
I FOR OFFI: USE CNLY 
WE WOULD NOW LIKE TO ASK YOU SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR MOST. 
RECENT JOURNEY TO CENTRAL NOTTINGHAW. IF YOU DO NOT TRAVEL TO 
NOTTINGHkM PIXASE GO TO QUESTION 38. 
8. 
10. What was the purpose of this journey? 
Work/Education [ I  Shopping/Leisure [ ] 
11. Was a car available to you for this journey? 
yes [ I NO [ I 
12. How long did it take you to get from your home to your final 
destination? ..... minutes, including time spent walking and 
waiting. 
13. How much of this time was spent travelling in a car or bus at 
less than normal speeds (e.g. in slow moving traffic, stopped 
at traffic lights or bus stops etc.)? ..... minutes 
................................................................. 
QUESTIONS 14 to 19 ARE FOR BUS USERS. IF YOU DID NOT USE BUS FOR 
YOUR MOST RECENT TRIP TO NOTTINGHAM PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 23 
14. How much of the time involved waiting for the bus? ..... mins 
15. How much of the time involved walking to and from bus stops? 
..... mins 
16. How much did this journey cost you? ..... pence 
17. What type of ticket did you use? 
Adult single [ ] Child single [ 1 OAP single [ 1 
Adult return [ ] Child return [ 1 OAP return [ 1 
Travelcard [ ] Other (please specify) ..................... 
18. How frequent are the buses to ~ottingham at the time of day 
..... that you travel? Every mlns 
................................................................. 
QUESTIONS 20 TO 22 REFER TO BUS USERS WHO COULD POSSIBLY TRAVEL 
BY CAR (EITHER AS THE DRIVER OR A PASSENGER). IF THIS DOES NOT 
APPLY TO YOU PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 3 7 .  
19. If buses had not been available to make your trip what would 
you have done? 
Travelled as car driver [ ] as car passenger [ ] by train [ ] 
by other means [ ] not travelled [ ] 
20. How much time would be spent travelling in the car? .... mins 
21. How much time would involve walking, for example from where 
you parked your car to your final destination? ..... mins 
22. How much would the journey cost you? (Give the total cost 
after deducting any contributions made to you by passengers 
or your employer). 
Parking charges ....... pence 
Petrol costs (one way journey) ....... pence 
If your employer would contribute to the costs of t h i s  
journey, please state the amount ...... pence 
FOR OFF1 
USE OBS? 
................................................................. 
QUESTIONS 23 to 27 REFER TO TRAVEL BY CAR. IF YOU DID NOT USE CAR 
FOR YOUR MOST RECEtTl! TRIP TO NOTTINGHAM PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 37 
23. How much of the time involved walking, for example from where 
you parked your car to your final destination? ..... mins 
24. How many other people travelled with ybu? ..... people 
25. How much did this journey cost you? (Give the total cost 
after deducting any contributions made to you by passengers 
or your employer) 
Parking charges ....... pence 
Petrol costs (one way journey) ..... pence 
If your employer contributes to the cost of the journey, 
please state the amount: ....... pence 
26. Was it essential to use the car for this journey? 
[ ] YES, needed the car for work. 
[ ] YES, needed the car for other reasons (please specify ......) 
r I NO. 
27. If a car was not available to make your trip what would you 
have done? 
Travelled by bus [ ] by train [ ] by other means [ ] 
not travelled [ I  
................................................................. 
QUESTIONS 28 to 36 REFER TO CAR USERS WHO COULD POSSIBLY TRAVEL 
BY BUS. IF THIS W E S  NOT APPLY TO YOU PLEASE GO TO QUESTION 34 
28. How long would it take you to get to the bus stop? ..... mins 
29. During the main part of the day how frequent are buses to 
Nottingham? Every ...... mins 
30. How long would you expect to wait until the bus arrived? 
...... mins 
31. How long would you expect to spend travelling on the bus? 
...... mins 
32. How long would it take you to get from the bus stop in 
central Nottingham to your final destination? ...... mins 
33. What increase in your car journey time would be just enough 
to make you travel by bus instead? ...... mins 
34. What increase in your car journey costs would be just enough 
to make you travel by bus instead? ...... pence 
35. What decrease in bus journey time would be just enough to 
make you travel by bus instead? ..... mins 
36. What decrease in the bus fare would be just enough to make 
this travel by bus instead? ...... pence 
- 
- 
37. IF YOU ARE A CAR USER PLEASE CONTINUE. IF NOT GO TO QUESTION 
38. - .  
- 
We would now like you to reconsider your most recent journey to 
Nottingham and state whether when travelling by car you would 
prefer to set off at the time you do now or whether you would 
prefer to set off earlier or later. There are eight choices over 
the page which we would like you to consider. 
You should assume that you are making the journey for the same 
purpose as the last journey you made and that everything else 
besides the features presented below would be the same as for the 
last journey you made. THE INFORMATION GIVEN BELOW IS IMAGINARY: 
IT DOES NOT MATTER IF IT IS VERY DIFFERENT FROM THAT WHICH YOU 
NORMALLY FACE. 
THE THINGS YOU NEED TO CONSIDER ARE: 
DEPARTURE TIME This is the time at which you leave your house for 
your journey to Nottingham. You may either leave your home at the 
time you do now or may leave up to an hour earlier or later. By 
leaving home earlier or later you may be able to avoid traffic 
congestion and take advantage of lower parking charges for less 
busy times of the day. 
IN-VEHICLE TIME. This is the time, in minutes, spent travelling 
in your car from home to central Nottingham. Because of traffic 
congestion this time varies at different times of the day. 
PARKING COST. This the amount you pay for parking your car for 
the duration of your visit to central Nottingham (i.e. after any 
contributions by passengers or your employer). You should assume 
that parking charges vary at different times of the day. 
YOU SHOULD ASSUME THAT ALL OTHER FEATURES OF YOUR JOURNEY REMAIN 
UNCHANGED. FOR EXAMPLE THE AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT WALKING TO AND 
FROM YOUR CAR AND THE AMOUNT OF MONEY YOU SPEND ON PETROL IS AS 
NOW. 
FOR OF?:: 
USE 0NL.I' 
DEPARTURE 
TIME 
IN-VEHICLE PARKING 
TIME COST 
(mins) (pence) 
................................................................. 
A. AS NOW As Now 3 0 5 0 
EARLIER 30 minutes earlier 15 5 0 
In these circumstances I would travel AS NOW [ ] EARLIER [ ] 
B. AS NOW As Now 3 5 
EARLIER 30 minutes earlier 15 
In these circumstances I would travel AS NOW [ ] EARLIER [ ] 
C. AS NOW As Now 3 5 
EARLIER 30 minutes earlier 25 
In these circumstances I would travel AS NOW [ 1 EARLIER [ ] 
D. AS NOW AS NOW 3 0 75 
EARLIER 30 minutes earlier 25 0 
In these circumstances I would travel AS NOW [ ] EARLIER [ ] 
E. AS NOW As Now 3 0 
LATER 60 minutes later 2 5 
In these circumstances I would travel AS NOW [ ] LATER [ ] 
F .  AS NOW AS NOW 3 5 
LATER 60 minutes later 25 
In these circumstances I would travel AS NOW [ ] LATER [ ] 
G. AS NOW AS NOW 3 5 
LATER 60 minutes later 15 
In these circumstances I would travel AS NOW [ ] LATER [ ] 
H. AS NOW AS NOW 3 0 125 
LATER 60 minutes later 15 50 
In these circumstances I would travel AS NOW [ ] LATER [ ] 
WE WOULD BE GRATEFUL IF YOU COULD PROVIDE US WITH SOME DETAILS 
ABOUT YOURSELF AND YOUR HOUSEHOLD. THIS INFORMATION WILL BE USED 
TO ENSURE THAT OUR SURVEY IS REPRESENTATIVE. IT WILL NOT BE USED 
FOR ANY OTBER PURPOSE. 
38. What age group are you in? 
Under 18 [ ] 25-34 [ ] 55-64 [ ] 
18-24 [ 1 35-44 [ ] 65+ [ 1 
39. Are you: Male [ 1 Female? [ ] 
40. Which of the following income groups (before tax) applies to 
your household? 
£5,000 or less per annum/flOO or less per week [ ] 
f5,001-10,000 per annum/f101-200 per week [ 1 
f10,OOl-15,000 per annum/f201-300 per week [ 1 
£15,001-20,000 per annum/f301-400 per week [ 1 
Over f20,000 per annum/Over f400 per week [ 1 
41. How many people live in your household? ..... 
42. If you have any comments about this questionnaire or about 
travel in Nottingham in general, please give them in the 
space below. 
If you have any further comments about this survey you can 
contact Dr John Preston on Leeds (0532) 335345. 
THANK-YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR HELP 
Please fold the questionnaire and return it in the FREEPOST 
envelope provided. - 
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL 
- CHANGE OF TRAVEL MODE PROJECT - 
CODING MANUAL AND INSTRUCTIONS 
* * IMPORTANT NOTE TO DATA PUNCHERS * * 
Enter four characters- before box 1. This should be the questionnaire number on the top right 
hand corner of page 1. Where less than four characters right justify by preceding code ~ 4 t h  0s 
e.g. questionnaire number 1, punched as 0001. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 
Right justify by preceding code with 0 e.g. if journey time (question 12, box 19-20) is 5 minutes 
code as 05. Where a value is missing, fill the coding boxes with 9s. Where a response is not 
applicable fdl the coding boxes with 8s (except box 30 - leave blank). 
(A) QUESTIONNAIRES 1 - 1600 (Yellow) 
Question W Box W Code 
1 Work Trips? 1. Yes 2. No 
2 Number of days worked 
3-6 Start time (use 24 hour clock) 
7-10 Finish time (use 24 hour clock) 
11 Fixed start time? 1. Yes 2. No 
12 Mode used 
1. Car Driver 3. Bus 
2. Car Passenger 4. Other 
6. 13 Frequency of non work trips 
1. Never 4. 1 a fortnight 
2. Less than 1 a month 5. 1 a week 
3. 1 a month 6. More than 1 a week 
7. 14 Mode used 
Code as in Question 5 
8. 15 Number of cars and vans 
9. 16 Number of company cars 
10. 17 Purpose of journey 
1. WorMEducation 2. ShoppinglLeisure 
11. 18 Car availability 
1. Yes 2. No 
12. 19-20 Journey time (in minutes) 
13. 21-22 Delay time (in minutes) 
Question N" Box W Code 
23-24 Bus wait time (in minutes) 
25-16 Bus walk time (in minutes) 
27-29 Bus cost (in pence) 
30 Ticket type 
1. Adult single 4. Child single 7. OAP return 
2. Adult return 5. Child return 8. Other 
3. Travel card 6. OAP single 
31-32 Bus frequency (in minutes) 
33 Alternatives 
1. Car driver 2. Other 
2. Car passenger 5. Not travelled 
3. Train 
34-35 Car as an alternative: In-vehicle time (in minutes) 
36-37 Walk time (in minutes) 
38-40 Parking charges (in pence) 
41-43 Petrol costs (in pence) 
44-46 Employer's contribution (in pence) 
47-48 Car - walking time (in minutes) 
49 Number of passengers 
50-52 Car - Parking charge (in pence) 
53-55 - Petrol cost (in pence) 
56-58 - Employer's contribution (in pence) 
59 Car essential? 
1. Yes - needed it for work 
2. Yes - needed it for other reasons 
3. No 
60 Alternative 
1. Bus 2. Train 
3. Other 4. Not travelled 
61-62 Bus as an alternative: access time (in minutes) 
63-64 fi-equency (in minutes) 
65-66 wait time (in minutes) 
67-68 in-vehicle time (in minutes) 
6930 egress time (in minutes) 
33. 71-72 Car journey time increase (TP - in minutes) 
34. 73-75 Car journey cost increase (TP - in pence) 
* * IMPORTANT NOTE TO DATA PUNCHERS ' * 
Line break here (column 79). 
Question N9 Box IF Code 
35. 76-77 Bus journey time decrease (TP - in minutes) 
36. 78-80 Bus journey cost decrease (TP - in pence) 
0. Car 
1. Bus 
As box 81 
Reason for no completion of SP questions (question 37) 
1. Do not travel to Central Nottingham 
2. Neither choice used as a means of travel to Nottiigham (e.g. 
walk rather than use bus or car) 
3. Neither (or only one) choice considered as a possible alternative 
for travelling to Nottingham (e.g. do not have a car available) 
4. No reason given 
Age 
1. Under 18 3. 25-34 6. 55-64 
2. 18-24 4. 35-44 7. 65+ 
N.B. Age group 45-54 missing. Code as 5 where occurs. 
Sex 
1. Male 2. Female 
Income 
1. <5k 4. 15-20k 
-. -. 
2. 5-10k 5. >20k 
3. 10-15k 
Household size 
Comments? 
1. Yes 2. No 
(B) QUESTIONNAIRES 1601 - 3200 (Pink) 
Code as for questionnaires (A) up to question 36 (Box 80) 
Question N- Box W Code 
81 0. Park and ride 
1. Car 
82-88 As box 81 
89 Park and ride at the forest? 
1. Yes 2. No 
90-91 Access time to forest (in minutes1 
92 Park and ride at ~ueen's Drive? ' 
1. Yes 2. No 
93-94 Access time to Queen's Drive (in minutes) 
Question N" Box Ne Code 
95 Park and ride at Daleside Road? 
1. Yes 2. No 
96-97 Access time to Daleside Road (in minutes) 
98 Park and ride at  Southglade Drive? 
1. Yes 2. No 
99-100 Access time to Southglade Drive (in minutes) 
101 Park and ride at Wilkinson Street? 
1. Yes 2. No 
102-103 Access time to Wilkinson Street (in minutes) 
39. 104 - Other park and ride locations 
1. Yes - details given 
2. Yes - no details given 
3. No 
105 Age 
1. Under 18 3. 25-34 6. 55-64 
2. 18-24 4. 35-44 7. 65+ 
N.B. Age group 45-54 missing. Code as 5 where this occurs. 
106 Sex 
1. Male 2. Female 
107 Income 
1. <5k 4. 15-20k 
2. 5-10k 5. >20k 
3. 10-15k 
108-109 Household size 
110 1. Comments given 2. No comments given 
(c) QUESTIONNAIRES 3201 - 4800 (Blue) 
Code as for questionnaires (A) 
(D) QUESTIONNAIRES 4801 - 6400 (Green) 
Code as for questionnaires (A) up to question 36 (Box number 80) 
Question Nc Box W Code 
37. 81 0. As Now 1. Earlier 2. Later 
82-88 Code as box 81 
38 to 42 89-94 Code as for questionnaire (A) 
